From Classic to Jurassic, a world leader in delivering the extraordinary!
From ancient and modern Greece to the fossil-rich hills of Wyoming, The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis has been on a mission—as the world’s biggest and best children’s museum, we’ve been partnering to bring extraordinary experiences from across the globe to Indiana!

FROM CLASSIC

Treasures of Ancient Greece immersed visitors in the arts and artifacts of centuries-old Greece, while Take Me There: Greece showcased the vibrant culture of contemporary Greece.
The museum and leading scientists unearthed 638 specimens from The Jurassic Mile, including fossilized bones of giant sauropods that will be unveiled in a new Mission Jurassic Experience.
The Making of An Extraordinary Year All-Time Attendance Record of 1.3 Million!

Every museum has a mission. But to be “on a mission” conveys The Children’s Museum’s sense of urgency and commitment to its cause: to create family learning experiences that have the power to transform the lives of children and families—in short, to create the extraordinary!
In 2019, we were on a mission to achieve the extraordinary, and we succeeded. We created new and innovative experiences across the arts, sciences, and humanities, from captivating families with ancient and modern Greek culture and immersive, multigenerational sci-fi experiences to initiating an unprecedented international collaboration to unearth Jurassic treasures.

**All-Time Highest Attendance**
The museum's mission-driven pursuit of creating extraordinary family learning experiences resulted in all-time record attendance in 2019, with 1,318,930 visits recorded. A key factor in the increase was the fact that families discovered the great value in membership, with a record 36,111 member and donor-member households.

**Innovative Exhibits**
The museum’s family-friendly immersive experiences transported thousands of visitors to worlds past and present, significantly contributing to the all-time attendance record. *Treasures of Ancient Greece* and *Take Me There*: Greece were two of the year’s highlights, the results of a partnership with the Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Sports. *Treasures of Ancient Greece* featured more than 150 objects from Greek national museums, including sculptures, jewelry,

Clockwise from left: The Children’s Museum set an all-time attendance record in 2019. In April, the international Mission Jurassic initiative was announced. Since 1964, The Children’s Museum Guild has donated more than $14 million through the Haunted House.

**AN EXTRAORDINARY YEAR!**

**ALL-TIME RECORD ATTENDANCE**

1,318,930

**3.5 BILLION MEDIA IMPRESSIONS**

**BIGGEST DINOSAUR HUNT**

IN DECADES — BBC

**RECORD GIFT FROM CHILDREN’S MUSEUM GUILD**

$748,675
armor, vases, and scientific inventions such as a replica of the Antikythera Mechanism, thought to be the world’s first analog computer. Take Me There®: Greece showcased the vibrant culture of contemporary Greece, where modern life flourishes against the backdrop of the ancient Greek world.

From classic Greece, we next embarked on Mission Jurassic—the international partnership and scientific investigation that is bringing massive long-neck specimens to The Children's Museum. The museum’s Extraordinary Scientist-in-Residence Professor Phil Manning and Eli Lilly and Company Extraordinary Scientist-in-Residence Dr. Victoria Egerton have been leading the effort to unearth fossils from the museum’s square-mile dig site in Wyoming called The Jurassic Mile. This site is rich with thousands of treasures—including Jurassic dinosaur fossils, fossilized plants, trackways, and an ancient seabed—giving scientists the opportunity to develop a more complete picture of life in the Jurassic than has ever been done before. While museum scientists have been working at the site since 2017, an astonishing 638 fossils were unearthed in 2019 and became part of the museum’s permanent collection. The giant Jurassic dinosaur specimens will be showcased in a new Mission Jurassic Experience within Dinosphere® in 2022.

Extraordinary Media Exposure and Accolades
Our mission to create extraordinary, family-focused experiences made news with 3.5 billion media impressions. Year after year, The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis receives accolades from highly respected publications, and 2019 repeated that history with the following:

- One of the “World’s 50 Coolest Places” by TIME for Kids
- “Best Museum in Indiana” by USA Today
- “Best New Attractions to Visit” by USA Today/10 Best
- “Best New Attraction for Kids” by Lonely Planet
- “A Leading Voice for the Surrounding Neighborhoods” by The Kresge Foundation

From record-breaking 2019 attendance to ongoing discoveries of highly sought-after Jurassic period specimens, the museum continues to demonstrate its mission to deliver extraordinary experiences. To our board, donors, members, and visitors, thank you for your enthusiasm and support. The next decade promises to bring more exciting experiences for all to enjoy.

Record Support from The Children's Museum Guild
The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis couldn’t carry out its mission without the dedication of its volunteers. For their contribution, we salute The Children’s Museum Guild, which has been volunteering and fundraising in support of the museum since 1933. Every year, the Haunted House is an overwhelming success and 2019 was no exception. Hotel of Spells resulted in a record-breaking gift of $748,675 to the museum, bringing the Guild’s total Haunted House donations to the museum to more than $14.1 million.
AN EXTRAORDINARY YEAR!
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FINANCIALS

Income $39,952,967

- 52% Philanthropy
  - 41% Support from endowment
  - 11% Donations from individuals, corporations, foundations, The Children's Museum Guild, and other organizations
- 39% Admissions, membership fees, and museum tours
- 9% Program and activity fees, museum store, and leased restaurant

Expenses $39,952,967

- 43% Exhibit and collections maintenance, staffing and training, programs, educational activities, visitor services, community initiatives, and educational research
- 33% Utilities, building and equipment maintenance, safety and security, general administration, information systems, and debt service
- 14% Development, communication services, admissions, and memberships
- 7% Capital and artifact additions and exhibitions (new and reconditioned)
- 3% Museum store, food service, building rentals
Discovering Earth’s Past

**Mission Jurassic** is a bold new initiative for The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis that will result in a new Mission Jurassic Experience in 2022. The $27.5 million project has brought together more than 100 scientists from across the globe to explore and excavate a fossil-rich dinosaur dig site in northwestern Wyoming known as “The Jurassic Mile.” The mile-square site is a treasure trove of specimens, including Jurassic fossil bones, trackways, preserved plant life, and the remains of an ancient seabed from millions of years ago. This remarkable diversity of fossil evidence will allow scientists to develop a more complete picture of the Jurassic period, unearthing never-before-told stories.

**The Jurassic Mile**
The Jurassic Mile features three main quarries that offer a diverse assemblage of Morrison Formation articulated and semi-articulate dinosaurs on a multilevel, 640-acre site. The site also has fossilized remains of many other animals, marine life, fossil plants, and rarely associated dinosaur trackways (marks left on earth by a dinosaur, such as footprints) of the Late Jurassic period, 150 million years ago.

**World-Class International Partners**
Selected paleontological experts from top natural history museums and universities around the world have partnered with The Children’s Museum to form an international team with the extraordinary scientific knowledge and experience to tackle the many questions raised by the new discoveries from The Jurassic Mile. Leading the project are the museum’s Extraordinary Scientist-in-Residence Professor Phil Manning and Eli Lilly and Company Extraordinary Scientist-in-Residence Dr. Victoria Egerton, both of the University of Manchester (Manchester, UK).

Serving as the Mission Jurassic leader, The Children’s Museum partnered with The
Natural History Museum (London, UK), the Naturalis Biodiversity Center (Leiden, Netherlands), the University of Manchester (Manchester, UK), and Research Casting International (Trenton, Ontario, Canada). The broader team also included Environmental Systems Research Inc. (Redlands, California) and Stanford Linear Accelerator (SLAC) Laboratory (Menlo Park, California).

**2019 Progress Report**

During the field season (June to August 2019), 638 specimens, weighing more than 15 tons, were excavated from The Jurassic Mile and became part of the museum’s collection. Included were the bones of a Diplodocid that may measure as much as 90 feet in length, and a likely Apatosaurus of up to 80 feet. Also discovered were thousands of Devil’s Toenails (Jurassic period oysters), as well as dolphin-like creatures called ichthyosaurs, and dinosaur trackways.

**New Mission Jurassic Paleo Lab**

As the new discoveries were unearthed, the museum needed a larger space to prepare and study the new specimens. The museum tripled its lab capacity with the creation of the new R.B. Annis Mission Jurassic Paleo Lab, which opened Sept. 10, 2019, alongside the Polly H. Hix Paleo Prep Lab (developed for work on Dinoshpere’s original Cretaceous period specimens). In 2019, 242 fossils were prepped in the combined labs. Thanks to a 20-year-lease procured by The Children’s Museum, museum paleontologists and partner scientists will be able to return to The Jurassic Mile site in Wyoming over the years to excavate more extraordinary specimens.

Made possible through lead gift support from Lilly Endowment Inc. and Eli Lilly and Company Foundation, with major support provided by The R.B. Annis Educational Foundation and Susie and Jack Sogard.
Creating Exceptional Family-Learning Experiences

From ancient Greece to Adventure Bay and galaxies unknown, families were transported to the past, to imaginary worlds, and to the future through an array of immersive exhibits. Family favorites like the *Riley Children’s Health Sports Legends Experience*, *Jolly Days*, *Haunted House*, and *Hot Wheels™* rounded out the museum’s 2019 offerings.

*Treasures of Ancient Greece* exceeded attendance expectations, welcoming 71,930 visitors. The once-in-a-lifetime, immersive, family-friendly exhibition featured more than 150 ancient artworks and artifacts, many of which had never been displayed outside of Greece. From the Olympic Games to theater arts, architecture, and the foundations of medicine, philosophy, and democracy, visitors discovered how the ideas of the ancient Greeks form the basis of much of modern civilization. Children and grown-ups learned about ancient ruins, temples, and open-air theaters along with philosophers and mythological gods. A highlight was a replica of the Antikythera Mechanism, known as the world’s first computer, one of hundreds of ancient artifacts recovered in 1901 from the remains of an ancient shipwreck located off the coast of the Greek island of Antikythera.

Presented by [OneAmerica](http://www.oneamerica.com). Supported by [Ice Miller LLP](https://www.ice.com).

*Take Me There*: *Greece* was equally successful, captivating 399,400 visitors. The third exhibit in the museum’s *Take Me There* series, *Take Me There: Greece* allows families to explore modern-day Greece without ever leaving the U.S. Visitors strolled through replica Greek homes and shopping markets, and learned about traditional Greek foods, dance, and music. Families also got a firsthand look at the conservation work done by ARCHELON, a Greek organization that works to protect loggerhead sea turtles.

Presented by [Ice Miller LLP](https://www.ice.com). *Take Me There*: *Greece* is made possible by lead gifts from [Lilly Endowment Inc.](http://www.lillyendowment.org) *Eli Lilly and Company Foundation, Inc.* *The Lilly Family: Mrs. Yvonne Shaheen* *Sarah and John Lechleiter* *the U.S. Institute for Museum and Library Services* *Jane and Steve Marmo* *Susan and Jim Naus* and [Polly Hix](https://www.pollyhix.com). Additional support for *Take Me There*: *Greece* is provided by the [Allen Whitehill Clowes Charitable Foundation, Inc.](https://www.awcf.org) *The Nicholas H. Noyes, Jr., Memorial Foundation* *Dorothea and Philip Genetos* *Jamie Merisotis and Colleen O’Brien* *Mike and Kristin Sherman* and [The Pheffer Family](https://www.phefferfamily.com).

*PAW Patrol: Adventure Play*, produced in partnership with Nickelodeon, opened Feb. 23, 2019, and proved to be a big hit with children and grown-ups alike. The hero pups of Adventure Bay welcomed an impressive 331,000 visitors. Children enjoyed overcoming obstacles and helping others with the beloved Marshall, Chase, Skye, Everest, Rocky, Zuma, and Tracker at various stops throughout the exhibit. The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis was the first museum to design, host, and tour an exhibit about the popular pups. *PAW Patrol: Adventure Play* is traveling to other children’s museums and venues across North America for the next five years.

Locally presented by [Central Indiana Honda Dealers](https://www.centralindiana.com). Supported by [Indianapolis Indians](https://www.indians.com) and [Franklin Pest Solutions](https://www.franklinpest.com). © 2020 Spin Master PAW Productions Inc. All Rights Reserved. *PAW Patrol* and all related titles, logos, and characters are trademarks of Spin Master Ltd. Nickelodeon is a trademark of Viacom International Inc.
Top: Visitors can immerse themselves in the life of modern-day Greece in *Take Me There*: Greece.

Above: Young children took up the challenges of their favorite pups in *PAW Patrol: Adventure Play*.
Families huddled up to experience the excitement of *First & Goal*, an indoor football experience created in partnership with the Indianapolis Colts.

*First & Goal* kicked off Sept. 7, 2019, bringing an exciting, highly interactive football experience to the museum, created in partnership with the Indianapolis Colts. Inside *Riley Children’s Health Sports Legends Experience®,* 90,000 visitors experienced the frenzy and fan-demonium of football while also learning secrets about the history of the game and the rules, equipment, and training.

Exhibit Partner *Indianapolis Colts.* Presented by *Kumon.* Supported by *Indiana Soybean Glass Barn, MJ Insurance,* and *Subway®.*

The Future Is Here: How Sci-Fi Becomes Reality entertained families with an out-of-this-world sound and light show in the Schaefer Planetarium and Space Object Theater. Produced by the museum and voiced by George Takei (the original Hikaru Sulu from *Star Trek*), the 13-minute presentation explores how popular science fiction such as *Star Trek* has predicted and helped to shape scientific and technological advancements that are now a part of daily lives, including mobile phones and computers. A key object showcased in the theater was the Kelvin Pod movie prop from the 2016 film *Star Trek Beyond.* Attendance was 160,000.

*Star Trek: Exploring New Worlds* brought to life the iconic *Star Trek* series. The immersive exhibit looked at the impact of *Star Trek* on culture, society, art, technology, fashion, and more through more than 100 rare artifacts, set pieces, and props from the TV series, its spinoffs, and films. An impressive 273,000 visitors enjoyed the captivating sci-fi experience.

Presented by *EdChoice.* Supported by *Aquafina* and *F.A. Wilhelm Construction Co., Inc.* Organized by Museum of Pop Culture (MoPOP), Seattle, WA. TM & © 2020 Paramount Pictures Corp. STAR TREK and related marks and logos are trademarks of CBS Studios Inc. All Rights Reserved.
Haunted House: *Hotel of Spells* was a family favorite. In 2019, the Guild’s 56th Annual Haunted House brought delightful doom to 59,580 visitors! Guests were greeted in the Wretched Reception area, and explored a hotel that featured hexed hallways, crooked corridors, music by The Grim Reapers band, and a Grand BallDOOM hosting a nightmarish wedding. IPL Lights-on Hours were popular with younger visitors while the CENTURY 21 SCHEETZ Frightening Hours kept the lights off for families who dared to be scared!

Presented by Old National Bank.

**Hot Wheels™: Race to Win™** enjoyed its fifth and final year at The Children’s Museum in 2019. The ever-popular summertime exhibit encouraged children and families to participate in activities together and discover how race car designs, development, and cutting-edge technology result in the fastest vehicles in the world. More than 137,600 visitors enjoyed the various immersive activities that explored the elements of STEM (science, technology, engineering, and mathematics).

Presented by Subway®. Supported by Church Brothers Collision Repair and Donatos Pizza. HOT WHEELS and associated trademarks and trade dress are owned by, and used under license from, Mattel. © 2020 Mattel. All Rights Reserved.

**Jolly Days Winter Wonderland** brought families together to make memories over the winter holidays. Always a family favorite, *Jolly Days* welcomed more than 122,800 attendees to catch a glimpse of Santa, watch elves rappel from the rooftop, ride down the Yule Slide, and enjoy a cup of hot cocoa at the Gingerbread Café.

Presented by Riley Children’s at Indiana University Health. Supported by Splenda.
2019 EXHIBITS IN DEVELOPMENT

Barbie™ You Can Be Anything™: The Experience invites visitors to explore different careers and learn more about some of the more than 200 careers Barbie has had. From career dolls to real-world role models, Barbie has been inspiring girls since 1959. Created in partnership with Mattel, the exhibit encourages imaginative play that teaches us that no matter our gender, ethnicity, or background, we can all make the world a better place by doing work that excites us, challenges us, and brings fulfillment. Families also learn from powerful female role models through history who have inspired Barbie and broken career barriers for women.

Malala’s World is an exciting new initiative to add the story of Malala to the museum’s influential permanent exhibit The Power of Children. The exhibit will explain the challenges Malala Yousafzai faced as she attempted to get an education, and the positive impact she has had around the world. The museum will re-create her home in Pakistan’s Swat Valley and present information about her life, showing how she used the family computer to advocate for girls’ right to education. Developed in tandem with Malala’s World, The Power of Children: A Year of Action is a 2020 initiative that encourages families to take small steps on their own to make the world a better place.

Mini Masterpieces, the museum’s beloved collection of miniature period rooms, is being re-imagined to captivate new visitors.

Presented by Subway. Supported by Franklin Pest Solutions and KinderCare Learning Centers.

Support of Malala Yousafzai’s story is provided by National Endowment for the Humanities, Allen Whitehill Clowes Charitable Foundation, Inc., U.S. Institute of Museum and Library Services, and Kevin and Susan Woodhouse.
generations of children and families. Throughout 2019, staff were hard at work creating new ways to present and interpret these tiny treasures, as well as ways to introduce interactive elements, such as a virtual “make your own mini masterpiece” experience. Slated to open in 2020, the re-imagined exhibit will move to an expanded area on Level 4 and showcase the Chateau Beaumont house, a gift of Wanda Fortune.

Mini Masterpieces is made possible by the generous support of the Brooks and Joan Fortune Family Foundation.

**COLLECTIONS**

The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis is distinguished by its extraordinary collection, and in 2019, more than 18,000 artifacts and specimens were used in exhibitions, programs, publications, research, special tours, digital projects, and loans to other institutions.

- **Acquired**—A total of 360 artifacts and specimens were acquired by the museum, including the Terry Moore Mr. Potato Head Collection and 133 artifacts for the new *Take Me There*: *Greece* experience.
- **Borrowed**—The museum borrowed 162 ancient archaeological artifacts and works of art for *Treasures of Ancient Greece* from the Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Sports, along with *Percy Jackson* props from Twentieth Century Fox archives, and *Hercules* screen-worn costumes from Paramount Pictures. Paramount Pictures also loaned its screen-used Escape Pod from the 2016 film *Star Trek Beyond* for display in the Schaefer Planetarium and Space Object Theater.

This marble statue of Artemis Laphria, 200–100 BCE, was one of 162 artifacts borrowed from the Hellenic Ministry of Culture and Sports for *Treasures of Ancient Greece*. 
Experiencing Innovative Interactions

From live interpretation and educational programs to special appearances, The Children’s Museum of Indianapolis is a destination for learning through its many engaging interactions. In 2019, interpreters enriched exhibits, special appearances and theater performances dazzled visitors, and family and school programs made the museum a valuable resource for interactive education.

Museum interpreters bring people, places, and concepts alive for visitors! In 2019, interpreters put on 118 presentations per day, engaging 48% of all visitors in ideas about history, science, the arts, humanities, and athletics. Families enjoyed creating their own Pup Packs for escapades in PAW Patrol: Adventure Play, exploring science and science fiction in Starfleet: Into the Future, and discovering aspects of modern and ancient Greece, including an Up Close and Personal program with the Antikythera Mechanism.

Extraordinary atrium shows included Owed to a Grecian Urn, which welcomed children and families to join a Greek archaeologist to discover the mysteries of a recently uncovered enormous vase. Together they explored the meaning behind the decoration on the vase and watched as one lucky volunteer joined the performance to “play” the ancient Greek instrument the lyre.

The Visiting Artist Program continued to captivate families in 2019. Each year, the museum recruits exceptional artists with Indiana ties to publicly present and teach about their work. The artists interact with and inspire children and families through demonstrations and workshops. From January to March 2019, C.W. Mundy continued his work as the museum’s inaugural Visiting Artist, presenting to 331 visitors. Rita Spalding joined the program in August 2019, offering a yearlong series of free weekend workshops and demonstrations in spaces throughout the museum, including Playscape®, the National Art Museum of Sport, and Corteva Agriscience ScienceWorks. Her workshops were attended by 272 visitors and 496 visitors observed her demonstrations.

A project of The Lechleiter Indiana Visiting Artist Fund with support provided by The White Oak Foundation, John and Sarah Lechleiter.

Special appearances from the Indianapolis Colts, Indiana Pacers, Indiana Fever, and Indianapolis Indians were highlights in 2019. The Pacers Power Pack, their acrobatic dunk team, demonstrated some amazing trick shots! Then, on Nov. 9, the museum celebrated 100 seasons of NFL football with Family Fantennial Day in partnership with the Indianapolis Colts. The event offered free admission and featured appearances
Children and families gathered in the museum’s Sunburst Atrium for imaginative and engaging shows.

Visiting Artist Rita Spalding offered workshops for visitors of all ages.

Children and families were thrilled by the high-flying athleticism of the Pacers Power Pack during their visit to the Riley Children’s Health Sports Legends Experience®.
by legendary Indianapolis Colts players, including Dwight Freeney, Marlin Jackson, Gary Brackett, Reggie Wayne, Ryan Diem, and Joe Rietz.

Another noteworthy appearance was that of actor George Takei, the original Sulu from Star Trek and the voice of the museum’s Schaefer Planetarium and Space Object Theater show The Future Is Here—How Sci-Fi Becomes Reality. On Sunday, Aug. 25, Mr. Takei spoke to museum visitors about his book They Called Us Enemy, which revisits his Japanese American family’s internment in an American concentration camp during World War II.

Public events are themed event days featuring special performances, appearances, activities, and demonstrations. In 2019, visitors enjoyed the museum’s Countdown to Noon, Black History Month Celebration, Engineers Day, Lemonade Day, International Archaeology Day, May the 4th Be with You featuring the 501st Legion, and Santa's Big Arrival, with Santa arriving in a two-seater IndyCar driven by racing legend Tony Kanaan.

Actor George Takei visited the museum to discuss his new book, They Called Us Enemy.

Santa's Big Arrival was presented by Riley Children's at Indiana University Health and supported by Splenda. Countdown to Noon was supported by Indiana Farm Bureau Insurance and Donatos Pizza.

Family, homeschool, and outreach programs had 10,667 attendees in 2019. Family learning experiences included the popular Bunnysaurus Rex egg hunt in the Riley Children's Health Sports Legends Experience®, Fairy Tale Puzzle Room, a North Pole PJ Party, and the Wyoming Dinosaur Adventure, which took 12 participants on a family trip to Wyoming. There were 972 participants in homeschool programs and more than 9,300 in 28 school outreach programs.

The museum's family and homeschool programs took children and their grown-ups on adventures in ancient Greece, computer coding, outer space, and more.
School visits and school memberships provided immersive learning opportunities outside the classroom. In 2019, there were 85,464 field trip attendees, including 32,491 attendees who took part in the museum’s programs for school groups. The museum also boasted an impressive 90 member schools, the highest membership since 2016.

Lilly Theater captured the imaginations of children and adults alike. Shows in 2019 included James and the Giant Peach, Tales of Olympus, Nightfall with Edgar Allan Poe, and The Magic Snowman. Total attendance in 2019 was 49,915, including 11,492 students, teachers, and chaperones who saw a theater production as part of a school field trip.


The Children’s Museum Preschool offered young students a unique experience of inquiry-based learning and daily access to exhibits and experiences before the museum opened to the public. In 2019, the Preschool had 94 students enrolled in its spring session and 77 students in the fall. The program successfully prepared its students moving on to Kindergarten with the school-ready skills expected of a 5-year-old. Also, four students received scholarships, and two families received On My Way Pre-K vouchers.

The production of The Magic Snowman was supported by the Christel DeHaan Family Foundation in honor of the children and families of Christel House.
Connecting with Our Community

From programs that support surrounding neighborhoods to making the museum accessible to people at all income levels, The Children’s Museum continues to make a positive impact on children and families throughout Indiana. It’s about serving the community by inspiring creativity and a hope for the future. In 2019, the museum expanded the reach of its transformational learning opportunities.

**Investment in our community** is more than a promise. It’s a commitment to supporting teachers and students of all income levels and offering extraordinary programs that support family learning goals from cradle to career. In 2019, the museum invested $460,380 in community-focused initiatives, which included support for Access Pass and the Old National Bank Mid-North Promise Program.

**Free and reduced admission programs** encompass a variety of free or low-cost educational opportunities for families with young children through teen years.

- **Access Pass** is a program that allows qualifying low-income Indiana families to visit the museum or Riley Children’s Health Sports Legends Experience® for $2 per person per visit, or $3 per person to visit both. In 2019, there were 7,090 Access Pass households statewide that accounted for 44,118 museum visits.

- **First Thursdays** is a reduced admission program in which visitors pay $5 per family member to visit the museum or the Riley Sports Legends Experience®, or $7 to visit both. It occurs on the first Thursday evening of the month from 4 to 8 p.m. First Thursday events were attended by 21,040 in 2019.

- **The Children’s Museum Neighborhood Club** offers free museum memberships to all families living in the six Mid-North neighborhoods surrounding the museum. In addition, all neighborhood residents are invited to attend free Neighborhood Nights on select evenings during the year, including the annual Neighborhood Holiday party. In 2019, there were 924 Neighborhood Club households and 12,417 visits through the program. Neighborhood Nights brought in a total of 837 attendees, with 598 attending the Holiday Party.

- **The Foster Family Program** provides free museum memberships to Indiana foster families. In 2019, the program served 1,085 households and accounted for 11,206 visits.

- **Free admission days** included Dr. Martin Luther King Jr. Day, Presidents Day, Fiesta de la Familia, Fantennial Family Day with the Indianapolis Colts (a one-time event celebrating the 100th anniversary of the NFL with special appearances by Colts
legends), and Christmas Eve Day. Total attendance was 50,616.

Martin Luther King Jr. Day was supported by FedEx and Capital Group Companies. Fiesta de la Familia was presented by Metro by T-Mobile and supported by IUPUI.

The Old National Bank Mid-North Promise Program (MNPP) is a signature Children’s Museum initiative designed to help Mid-North families achieve their educational and career goals. It provides preschool guidance, community resource counseling, summer/after-school programs, and college/workforce training scholarships. In 2019, the program served 80 families and awarded 17 scholarships, reaching a total of 44 total scholarships awarded since the program’s inception in 2015. This program is making a difference in people’s lives. One mother of three children exemplifies the power of the program. With the help of the MNPP, she set career goals, opened her own sole-proprietorship, and is now pursuing a bachelor’s degree at IUPUI. Her children have also benefited from the program. She says, “MNPP has changed the direction of our lives for the better and forever, and our family is just one example.”

In June 2019, the Old National Bank Mid-North Promise Program held a celebration for high-school graduates going on to college (pictured) and new scholarship winners.

StarPoint is an affordable summer camp experience for Mid-North neighborhood youths ages 6 to 12. In 2019, there were 82 unique campers who participated over four one-week sessions. Themes included Baseball, Dinosaurs, Greece, and Space (celebrating the 50th anniversary of Apollo 11). In the program’s 34th year, StarPoint continued to receive positive feedback with parents describing the program as “amazing,” offering “fun learning opportunities,” and “an incredible benefit to living in the neighborhood.”

StarPoint was supported by Lilly Endowment Inc.; Capital Group Companies; Allen Whitehill Clowes Charitable Foundation, Inc.; Ayres Foundation, Inc.; Downtown Optimist Foundation; and Green BEAN Delivery.

After-School Explorers celebrated its sixth year at capacity with 24 students enrolled. The program serves children in Grades 3–5 who live in or attend schools in the Mid-North neighborhoods. In 2019, programming included students recording podcasts with local heroes and sports legends.

Support provided by the Lumina Foundation and the Nina Mason Pulliam Charitable Trust.
Giving Time and Talent

From planning the museum’s popular seasonal events to filling in the gaps needed to service ongoing programs for families, volunteers play a crucial role in the success of the museum. Without their dedication, the museum wouldn’t be where it is today. In 2019, as we do every year, we celebrated their extraordinary family-learning contributions. In particular, the museum honored three volunteers who achieved 15 years of service and one who celebrated 20 years! And Debbie Young, director of volunteer services, interns, and the Power of Children Awards, retired after 18 years of service to the museum.

Our volunteers—including adult and family volunteers, Board members, Guild members, and interns—went above and beyond in 2019, donating 67,176 hours valued at nearly $1.6 million. These included 543 individuals representing 15 companies or groups from throughout the community, including Capital Group Companies and FedEx; university clubs, teams, and groups from IUPUI, Ball State University, and Butler University; and community groups like Gigi’s Playhouse and Noble of Indiana.

The Children’s Museum Guild contributed 36,812 volunteer hours to support the museum in 2019. Projects included the ever-popular Black Hat Bash, Indy’s biggest family-friendly Halloween party; Sports Spooktacular, held in the Riley Children’s Health Sports Legends Experience®; Feast with the Witches, featuring a “BOO-fet” and Halloween themed activities; and Track and Treat—a brand-new event that welcomed 438 attendees to Riley Children’s Health Sports Legends Experience® for trick-or-treat around the track, an all-ages scavenger hunt, and more! Guild members also support the museum by assisting with community outreach initiatives and the Power of Children Awards.

Black Hat Bash was presented by AAA Insurance. Track and Treat was presented by <Hackd/> and Scannell Properties. Sports Spooktacular was presented by Ninjazone and Birge & Held. Feast with the Witches was presented by Bingham Greenbaum Doll LLP.

The museum’s Intern Program pairs undergraduate and graduate students with staff mentors from more than 20 departments across the museum, including Education, Fund Development, Collections, Information and Interactive Technologies, Marketing, and more. In 2019, the museum worked with 46 interns, 19 of whom were in...
The museum also awarded five fellowships to graduate students and very high-achieving seniors. Since the inception of the program, the museum has hosted 1,518 interns from across the country and 11 nations around the world.

The Power of Children Awards recognize 6th through 11th Grade youths who are improving their communities and the world through their selfless commitment to serving others and finding solutions to the challenges of our time. Established in 2005, the awards are inspired by The Power of Children: Making a Difference® exhibit, featuring the stories of Anne Frank, Ruby Bridges, and Ryan White. Over the course of 15 years, 78 winners from 19 states have made an enormous impact, raising $12 million for their projects benefitting more than 2 million people worldwide.

On Nov. 15, the museum honored six outstanding young people from across the country at the Power of Children Awards, followed by The Power of Children Symposium on Nov. 16. The 2019 winners were: Sophie Draluck, Project: Cycle Forward; Emma Meyer, Project: Emma’s Bundles of Books and Joy; Ptolemy Henson, Project: Every Leaf Has a STEM; Jahkil Jackson, Project: Project I Am; Raghav Ganesh, Project: Serene: A Biomedical System and Mobile Application for Autism; and Summer Steinmiller, Project: Teens vs. Trafficking.

The Power of Children Awards were established by The Deborah Joy Simon Charitable Trust. Full list of sponsors on page 44. The Power of Children Symposium was presented by the Lilly Family School of Philanthropy at Indiana University–Purdue University Indianapolis.
Making Vital Contributions

From corporate and foundation grants in support of new initiatives, to events and programs supporting The Children’s Museum Fund, significant support was garnered to help the museum continue to provide extraordinary experiences for all children and families. A new STEM initiative award by The Eli Lilly and Company Foundation was a highlight in 2019.

The Lilly Girls and Young Women in STEM Initiative was created to inspire girls and young women from diverse backgrounds to pursue careers in science, technology, engineering, and math (STEM). The largest grant ever awarded by the Eli Lilly and Company Foundation to the museum, it will enable the museum to develop a suite of programs promoting long-term, in-depth engagement with women in STEM professions, in particular the many extraordinary women scientists that are part of the Mission Jurassic initiative. Through the grant, the museum will also offer free school memberships to all Indianapolis Public Schools, allowing the state’s largest school system to receive unlimited field trips to the museum.

The museum’s Extraordinary Giving Society welcomed two new members in 2019: the Mothershead and Kruse Families and the Allen Whitehill Clowes Charitable Foundation, Inc. The society honors those special individuals and organizations that have committed $1 million or more to The Children’s Museum. The museum is appreciative of the ongoing contributions of these long-term supporters.

The Sacred Spaces and Places planning grant was received from Lilly Endowment Inc. The planning grant has allowed the museum to convene an advisory panel and develop partnerships and concepts for a proposed new family learning experience about world religion. The experience will explore questions such as: what makes a location sacred, how do sacred spaces and places teach and inspire, and why are they important?

The Children’s Museum Fund Milestone Program is another unique way the museum recognizes its generous donors. Milestone donors have consistently supported the museum with gifts of any amount, large or small, over five or more years, with some supporting the museum for as long as 40 years. This year, the museum spotlighted those donors who have given for 25 years or more, contributing to the museum’s success and creating a legacy for Indianapolis and central Indiana. Also new in 2019, the museum created a special digital recognition area in the Sunburst Atrium for all Milestone donors.

The Golden Age of Greece Gala was an epic evening celebrating the opening of Treasures of Ancient Greece and Take Me There®: Greece. It showcased art and artifacts of
ancient Greece reflecting an age of heroes, myths, and legends, as well as the vibrant culture of modern Greece, where the past is always present. More than 350 museum friends, donors, civic leaders, and corporate citizens came together to enjoy authentic Greek food, spirits, and entertainment. The event benefitted The Children’s Museum Fund, which ensures that all children and families, regardless of income, can access the museum and its extraordinary exhibits.

The Golden Age of Greece Gala brought together members, donors, and civic leaders to celebrate the opening of Treasures of Ancient Greece and Take Me There: Greece.

Museum by Moonlight is an annual extravaganza for adults age 21+. The 2019 event was another sold-out success. Funds raised support the museum’s mission to make the museum accessible to all.

After Dark Events gave adults 21+ a chance to experience Children Museum’s exhibits in a whole new way—without the kids! In 2019, the After Dark evenings included Athens After Dark, focused on Take Me There®: Greece; All-Star After Dark, highlighting the Riley Children’s Health Sports Legends Experience®; and Weird Science After Dark.

The 1925 Society is the museum’s young professionals group that is engaging a new generation of young leaders and fostering professional growth through extraordinary museum experiences. The group met for several fun, exclusive events, including a behind-the-scenes tour of the museum’s archives, and members also helped to plan and support the Museum by Moonlight and After Dark events.
The Children's Museum of Indianapolis is grateful to have the support of donors who have graciously enriched our visitor experiences and created opportunities for future generations.

RUTH ALLISON LILLY SOCIETY
Ruth Allison Lilly, one of the museum's earliest benefactors, gave generously to The Children's Museum during her lifetime and through her bequests. In honor the museum founded the Ruth Allison Lilly Society in 1989. Membership is open to museum friends who have made estate or deferred-gift commitments to the museum. Contact Judy Stewart at 317-334-3839 for information on how to include the museum in your estate plans.
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Laura and Paul Bohnert
Linda Bohney
Amanda Boles and
Brandon Zimmer
Claire and Justin Bolles
Kathleen and Christopher Bolt
Jacqueline and Scott Bomholt
Laura Bonadies and
Jonathan Elrod
Justin Bonfiglio and
M. Patricia McCormick
Jamie Bonner and Alan Lindsey
Jen and Jordan Bontrager
Melanie Bonwell
Jacob and Jamie Boordt
Jessica and Jason Booker
Jill Bookland-Gunnell
George and Sarah Booth
Cindy and Donald Boothby
Candace and Kyle Borcz
Martin L. and Naome C. Barton
Judith and Richard Boschen
Greg Bosh and Devon Kendrick
Diana Boss
Gabriel and Sarah Bosslet
Diane and Charles Boswell
Kathleen and Brian Boszor
Stephanie and Gordon Bothun
Michael and Cheryl Boucher
Andrew and Joyann Boudreau
Chad Boukal and Jen Basbagill
Nathan and Tricia Boulais
Carrie and Matthew Boulton
Karen and Matthew Bourne
Jeremy and Kirsten Bovee
Barbara Bowden
Chelsea and Brant Bowen
Elizabeth and Shelby Bowen
Anthony and Brianne Bowers
Kristina and Eric Bowser
Saundra and Donavon Box
Maggie and John Boyle
Seamus and Erin Boyle
Maureen and Michael Boyer
Kathy and Joe Boyle
Kelly Boyle
Megan Boyle
Meg Rowland Boys and Tim Boys
The Bozarth Family
Cara and Darren Brackins
Jennifer Brackob and Edwina Lay
Odie Bracy Sr. and Kathryn Rader
Brittany Bradburn
Lori and Jamie Bradbury
Kelly and Todd Bradford
Andrew and Jennifer Bradley
Barbara and Geoff Bradly
Kathleen and Scott Bradley
Jennifer and Patrick Brady
Brian Brake and Anne Plahitleo
Janna and Norman Richard Bramhill
James R. and Karen L. Bramlett
Faith and Tim Branch
Gabrielle Branch and Tanner Degenkolb
Sara and Andrew Brandstatter
Sean and Sandra Brant
Sylvia Brantley
James Brashears and Cari Lewis
Peter and Shannon Brasovan
Kiley Bray and Cody Bray
Jody Breakek
Patrick and Lynda Brearton
Judith Breeden
Kristen and Nicolas Breedlove
Patricia and Tim Brenamen
Kristen and Derek Brenneman
Carly and Paul Brenner
Stephen and Sarah Brelin
Angelica and William Brewer
Marissa Brewer
Meganne and Chuck Brezina
Aaron and Shannon Brezko
Christopher and Eileen Bricker
Brad and Lauren Brickley
Melanie and Marc Brickley
John and Catherine Bridge
Tracie Bridgeman and Michael Hill
Brian and Kristin Bridges
Patti Bridges
Regan Bright and John Bright
Michelle and Mikayla Brill
Donna and Robert Briney
Troy Britain and Ashley Stevens
Aimee Britt and Robert Olesen Jr.
James and Linda Britt
Kayla and Kerby Britton
Barbara Broadbent
Danielle and Hayden Brock
Hannah Brock and Ryan Conway
Kiersten and Aaron Brock
Ryan and Kristen Brock
Tom and Anne Broderick
Emily and Jon Brody
David and Marcia Broman
Natasha and John Broski
Alan and Lina Brown
Cleve and Susan Brown
Erica and Zack Brown
Jessica and Adam Brown
Jessica and Robert Brown
Joshua Brown and Rebecca Elberger Brown
Katherine and Matthew Brown
Laura Brown
Matt and Elise Brown
Melissa and Jarod Brown
Sara Brown and Joshua Kirsh
Cory and Samantha Browning
Zachary and Maria Browning
Jordan Bruce
Howard Brumbaugh III and Elizabeth Schizas
Ryan and Kate Brumbaugh
Nancy and Keith Bruning
Joel and Marlin Bruns
Marie Brunsman
Kara Brunst and Benjamin Horsman
Melissa Bryant
Phillip Bryant and Yan Niu
Joshua and Christie Bucchi
Erik and Christie Buchenberger
Michael and Debbie Bucher
Lynn and Eric Buckland
Valerie and Travis Buckler
Jennifer Buddenbaum and Tyson Neumann
Candace Buell and Matthew Landry
Jo Ellen and William Buffie
Megan and Andy Bulla
Jason and Danielle Bullock
Joseph Bunch and Beth Delambo
Carolyn Bundy
Patricia and Zachary Bundy
Donna Bunner
Kyle Burch and Megan Zook
Cortney and Jeremy Burden
Megan and Dustin Burford
Sarah and Cody Burgess
Brandi and Mark Burgin
Jennifer and Scott Burk
Brigette Burke
Jill and Tom Burke
Brenda Burkhammer
Lindsay and Shannon Burkley
Kristin and Joshua Burmeister
Joshua and Sarah Burnette
Anna and Ky Burns
Ginny and Matthew Burns
Judy Burns and Robbie Schmidt
Lauren and Chris Burnside
Stacy Burnside and Tre Gunnarson
Brian and Katie Burrell
Mark and Rhonda Burris
Heather and Jeremy Burt
Robert and Irene Burt
Brittany Burton and Dustin Templeton
James and Janelle Burton
Jennifer and Michael Burton
Robert Burton
Monica and Kyle Busald
Lyman and Libby Busard
Mark and Adrienne Busby
Jennifer Busenbark
Beth Buser
Terry and Ron Buses
Tim and Megan Bushman
Judy and Stanley Bushouse
Tyler Butler and Andy Wolfe
Abigail and Alexander Butler
Ashleigh and Jonathan Butler
January and Aaron Butler
Jennifer Butler
Noah and Holly Butler
Michaelene and Tim Buzzas
Karen Byers
Amber and Joseph Byrd
Rebecca Pierce Byrd and Jamie Byrd
Lori and Dominic Byrd-McDevitt
Virginia Byrket and Rick McLain
Danielle and Daniel Byrne
Kevin and Samantha Cahill
Laura and Richard Cain
Ronald and Jane Caldwell
Steve Caldwell and Jessica McQueen
Robin and Rhett Cale
John and Sheila Callaghan
Kathryn Callahan
Charlotte Callis and Rachael Sharp
Megan and Sean Calloway
Scott and Sara Caltabiano
Kristy and Eric Cameron
Jenny and Mark Camp
Danielle and George Campbell
Danielle and Kent Campbell
Deana Hinton Campbell and Sharalotta Campbell
Dennis and Jean Campbell
Erika and Jonathan Campbell
Margaret Campbell
Steve Campbell
Thea Campbell and Nan Levin
Tim and Marci Campbell
Sharon Canaday
Matt and Lauren Canady
Katherine and Kevin Candau
Gail and Michael Canganeli
Beth and Dana Canter
Christine and Robert Cantwell
Joanne and Susan Capodagli
Pete Cappel
Angie and Jordan Capps
Holly and Drew Capps
Lynda Capps and Amy Manning
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Capron
Deborah Capuano
Paige and Paul Cardamon
Nicole Cardwell
Delores and Craig Carey
Elizabeth and David Carey
Richard Carey
Whittney Carie and Terence Shelton
Dan Carleton and Anna Neyman
Kevin and Deborah Carlisle
Alison and Drew Carlson
Jennifer and Robert Carpenter
Luis and Cynthia Carreno
Elizabeth and Paul Carroll
Joan and Ashley Carroll
Johnny and Audra Carroll
Laurie and Tim Carroll
Chris and Vicky Carron
Anne and Adam Carson
Michael Carter Sr. and Marcie Brown Carter
Taylor and Lashawna Carter
Laurie and Matt Carver
Loree Carver
Chris and Heather Cary
Alison Case
Suzanne and Ronald Casey
Heather Cash and Megan Litt
Corey and Tammy Casper
Mr. and Mrs. Ronald Cassell
David and Kelli Cassidy
Stephanie and Mike Castro
Philip and Diane Catania
Devin Catellier and Kyla Bunn
Wendy and Bryan Cathey
Michelle Cattell
Cassey Caywood and Alecia Wilkins
Natalie and James Cesare
Jennifer Chadwick and Michael Mino
Megan Chaille and Andrew Schlabach
Brianne and Jason Chalfant
Ashley Chamberlain and Sean Kovatch
Matt and Jennifer Chamberlin
Clive and Natalie Chan
Danny Chan and Jing Wang
Ashton Chandler and Justin Lucas
Chan Chandler
Jeffery Chandler and Danielle Riley
Karl Chandler and Wesley Martin
Lucy and Lamont Chandler
Zachary Chandler and Jessica Chandler Kennedy
Diana and William Chaney
John and Christina Chaney
Jun Chao and Jiani Wu
J. and Mary Claire Chapman
Brandon and Erika Charles
* deceased
Stacey Coghill and Kaitlin Wells
Jocelyn and David Coe
Carmen and David Codarmaz
Jennifer Cochran
Coburn
Jessica Coburn and Caleb
Rebecca Coble
Stephanie and Randy Cobb
Zachary and Emily Clow
Matthew and Susan Clouser
Thomas and Claire Clouse
Casey Clouser
Matthew and Susan Clouser
Zachary and Emily Clow
Shannon Coady
Stephanie and Randy Cobb
Rebecca Coble
Jessica Coburn and Caleb
Buddy and Pamela Cliburn
John and Terri Click
Thomas and Claire Clouse
Casey Clouser
Matthew and Susan Clouser
Zachary and Emily Clow
Shannon Coady
Stephanie and Randy Cobb
Rebecca Coble
Jessica Coburn and Caleb
Jocelyn and David Coe
Stacey Coghill and Kaitlin Wells
Dina Cohen and Sophie Solomon
Shannon and Hamish Cohen
Andrew and Elicia Cole
Larry and Cathy Cole
Lana and Ryan Coleman
Lindsay and Jon Colip
Mary Collette
Shawn Collier and Courtney Seeley
Anne and Marc Collins
Colby and Brian Collins
Misty and Jarrod Collins
Kiamesha Colom and Arlene Rivera
Stacie Colston and Burton Patterson
Rebecca and Kyle Coltrain
Dianne and William Combs
Dr. Suzanne and Mr. David Combs
Sandra Commins
Jennifer and Benjamin Compton
Kim and Chris Compton
Nathan Comsia and Guinevere Nilles-Comsia
Ashley and Aaron Conk
Rhonda and Ken Conley
Susan and Robert Conley
Emily and Eric Conner
Lisa and Greg Conner
Bennett and Mary Jane Conrad
Joseph M. Conrad* and Jean E. Ford
Matthew and Nicole Conrad
David Contis
Kylie Conway and Zuni Olivares
Adam and Melinda Cook
Anthony and Tony Cook
Kristen and Zachary Cook
Rachel and Mike Cook
Kyrie and Glen Cooper
Megan and Doug Cooper
Natasha and Nate Cooper
Pamela and Robin Cooper
Robert and Mildred Cooper
Ronald and Deborah Cooper
Stefani and Ian Cooper
Julie and Tyler Copeland
Larry and Deborah Corbett
Talitha and Krishopher Corbin
Tana and Corey Cordell
Kumari Corder
Mat and Carole Corey
Anthony and Cynthia Cosenza
Rachel and Nathan Cosner
Shari Coston and Mary Gross
Jeff and Kim Cottrell
Ryan Couchman
Laura and David Counsell
Mary and Shane Counts
Carl Cowen and Janice Wheater-Cowen
Amy and J. Trent Cowles
Abby and Julian Cox
Anne-Marie and Gary Cox
Jeffrey and Beth Cox
Jessica and Jacob Cox
Nicole Cox and Jessica Stewart
Shannon and Leean Cox
Michael Coy
Ali and Ben Coyne
Robbin and Justin Cozart
Tara Crabtree and Nicholas Crabtree
Adrian and Julie Crady
Debra and Donald Crafton
Barbara Craig and Joel Walker
Clayton and Carlyn Craig
Sara and Jeremy Craig
Amanda Crain and Adam Crain
Ronald and Deborah Crain
Lesley and Matthew Crane
Tracy and Jesse Crane
Evelyn Crawford
Kyle Crawford
Lindsay Crawley and Rex Herbert
Charles and Amber Creason
Diana Creasser
Jessica and Chris Crews
Shauna and Ryan Cridlin
Tom and Mandi Crishon
Julie Cromees
Laurie and Aaron Crone
Jason Cropper and Sarah Shoop
Patrick and Johnny Cross
Gary and Rebecca Crouch
Brett and Kristen Crowe
Jenny and Zach Crowe
Erica and Jake Crowl
Niral and Andrew Crum
Rosemarie Crumly and Tori Ambroz
Zach Cruse
Jennifer Culhan
Doreen and Chris Culy
Kimberley and Jason Cumberlander
Chelse and Tony Cummings
Amanda and Gerry Cummings
Charles and Mary Cummings
Jonathan and Danielle Cummins
Andrew and Elizabeth Cunningham
Kimberly and Ukama Cunningham
Patricia Cunningham
Edward and Pamela Curley
Linda and John Curran
Brian and Marla Current
Katie Current and Derek Rogers
Erika and Alan Curry
Laronda and Jonathan Curry
Aaron Curtis
Alysha and Eric Curtis
Mary Alice and Edward Curtis
Cason and Michaela Cusack
Calli and Joseph Cutshaw
Eri and Brett Czajkowski
Lauren and Quinn Czosowski
Katie and Jerrica Dailey
Richard and Linda Dally
Kevin and Brooke Dale
Taylor and Ismail Dale
Michael and Mary Dalton
John and Stacie Danberry
Joe and Jennifer Daniels
Robert and Jacquelyn Danko
Allison and Gregory Dant
David and Laura Danubio
Joaanne Darby-Trobaugh and Reed Stockley
Amy and David Darling
Mary Jo and Robert Darein
Susan Daries
Lindsay Darling and Galen Pejean
Jodie and Brian Daugherty
Lori Daugherty and Megan
Hayden
Tigon and Jeff Dausman
Rachel and Benjamin Davidson
Ronald Davie
Kerry and Ryan Davies
Marc Davies
Alicia and Randall Davis
Allison and Phillip Davis
Amber Davis and Gail Peal
Becky and Scott Davis
Christina and Ryan Davis
George and Jean Davis
Jaclyn Davis
Jakeb and Emily Davis
Jennifer Ellis Davis and John Davis
Kathy and Gary Davis
Laura and Christopher Davis
Nancy Davis
Shantrece Davis and Jamal Greene
Tiffany and Scott Tyler Davis
Corinne Davison
Barbara and Michael Day
Marc and Lindsey De Beer
Dirk and Amanda De Jong
Oscar and Elda De La Reza
Gemma and Matthew Deacon
Barbara and Jeffrey Dean
Elyse and Christopher Dean
Megan and Jack Dean
Noelle and Steven Dean
Jody and Wesley Dearing
Kristopher and Holly Deckard
Elissa and Damien Decker
Marissa Deckert and Ariana Geller
Lindsay and Stephen Deeg
Beth and Aaron Degroff
Janice Dehart
Brian and Kelly Deis
Betsy and Laura Deket
Stephanie Del Paine and Jefferson Hopkins
Eric and Lilia Del Real
Rachel and David Delamarter
Anne Delaney
Christina Deleon and Justin Bargy
Patrick and Gabrielle Delp
Angela and David Delprince
Michael and Julie Delrosario
Courtney Demetrus
Shalon Demmery
Ryan and Taylor Dendiger
Chad and Angela Denison
Melissa and Justin Denney
Joshua and Monique Dennis
Rachel Dennis and Dallas Stapleton
Jessica and Jerald Denny
Taylor and Dustin Denny
Jennifer and Geoff Depriest
Catherine Deputy and Balmore Orellana
Rachael and John Derrick
Delbert and Joan Detmer
Richard Joya DeTorre
Robert Devine
Linda Diakite-Karressy and Moussa Karressy
Andrew and Amanda Dick
Jamie Dickerson and Perry McGuire
Justin and Sarah Dickerson
Lori and Michael Dickerson
Ashley and Chris Dickey
Brian and Lindsay Dieckman
Allan and Erin Diefendorf
Samantha and Kyle Dietz
Becky Dill
Jenni and Joe Dillon
Deborah Dimmitt
James and Kathy Dimos
Lindsay and Michael Dingess
Matthew and Heather Dinn
Scott and Anna Dinnse
Karla and Matthew Diuro
Christine and Tom Dixon
Julie Dixon and Dean Brackenridge
Gregory Dlouhy
Samantha and Dustin Doan
Trisha and Terry Doan
Jeffrey and Amber Dobin
Jim and Dori Dodson
Thomas and Judie Doehrmann
Robert and Sharon Doiron
Kelly Dolan and Michael Lewis
Courtney and Jill Doll
Kimberly and Eric Dollin
Bridgett and Jeremiah Domangue
Jamie and Sean Donelson
Cindy and Tim Dora
Thomas Dorantes and Sunah Kim Dorantes
Kelly and Jon Doria
Emma Doris
Scott Dorrell and Andrew Going
Katie and Tim Dorsey
Blaire and Eric Dosmann
Catherine and Jonathan Dosmann
Shauna Doss and Ryan Sonnigen
Katy and Derek Doty
David and Blair Dougerty
Douglas and Shirley Dougerty
Theresa Dougerty
Timothy and Julia Douglass
Lindsay and Brad Dow
Audrey and Courtney Dowland
Brittany and Ryan Downham
Chase and Gloria Downham
Cynthia and Gillian Downham
Doris and Stephen Downing
Hillary and Jamison Downs
Gerald and Kathleen Doyle
Jack and Casie Doyle
Shawn and Dave Dozier
Andrew and Sandy Dragon
Brian and Katelynne Drake
Ashley Dreessen and Christina Heffernan
Jamie and Daniel Drewry
Steven and Sally Dreyer
Greg and Teresa Druschel
Megan and Adam Dubree
Christopher Duckworth and Stacey Pruitt
Stelynia and Randy Dugan
Libby and Chris Duggan
Marlon Dumailo and Megan Serrano
Tyler and Danni Dunk
Brent and Apryl Dunn
Jesuah and Tamara Dunn
Stephanie and Daniel Dunn
Rob Dunning
Dianna Durbin and Julie Durbin
Johnston
Chelsea and Chris Durnil
Mr. and Mrs. Scott Dusko
Abigail Dushimer and Mikayla McCleery
Elizabeth and Adam Duvall
Austin Dwenger
Joseph and Victoria Dwenger
Dale and Elizabeth Dyer
Brittany and Chris Dyer
Kelly and Scott Dyvig
Adrienne Eads and Aaron Whaley
Lisa and Kevin Earnest
Christopher and Toni Eash
Megan and James Easler
Sara and Solomon Eaton
Carl and Chloe Eberhart
Kim and Rebecca Ebert
Judy and John Eckart
John and Stephanie Eckerle
Craig and Elizabeth Eckstein
The Eddleman Family
Mason and Ashley Edlund
Joe and Karen Edmiston
Joseph and Brownseye Tucker Edmonds
Johanna Edmondson and Clare Hine
Jason and Tena Edwards
Nikki and Jeremy Edwards
Eddie and Patricia Egbert
Pamela Egna
Nicholas and Katherine Eichelman
Ashley and Jacob Eitel
Cynthia and Jenifer Elder
Tara and John Elder
Byre and Matt Eldridge
Anthony and Jill Eletheri
Tiffany and Konni Elkins
Angela and Bryan Elliott
Katelyn and William Elliott
Ronald and Renee Elliott
Kimberly and Roger Elpers
Matt and Heather Elwood
Robert Elzer
Elizabeth and Megan Embry
Rhonda Emmelting and Amber Sutten
Greta Emmert and Robert Phillips
Claire Thoma Emmons
Lauren and Kevin Enders
Bethany and Matthew Endicott
Kimberly and William Engelau
Maria and Eric English
Latina English-Harris and Montez Harris
Ashley and Ronnie Enstrom
Anna and Scott Epperly
Vance and Michele Eppe
Jillian and Kyle Erb
Danielle Erney and Joe Mancewicz
Hector and Emma Escobar
Ronald and Marilyn Eskew
Mike and Roxanne Eslinger
Jessica Espinoza and Amber Hall
Jack and Catherine Esselman
Andrea and Josh Estes
Dustin and Stephanie Estes
Susan and Michael Estes
Michele and Michael Etter
Samanta and Stephen Evankovich
Charles and Nohelia Evans
Daniel and Cindy* Evans
Jos and Scott Evans
Pinkie Evans and James Plummer
Tom and Tracy Everhart
Mary and Ralph Evert
Lauren and Jason Everman
Brad and Courtney Evers
Rayshed and Celeste Evers
Ann and Tom Ewbank
Kim and Thorpe Facer
Ryan Fager and Jordan Adkins
Abigail and Patricia Failey
Deidre and Michael Fallon
Nagy and Didi Farid
Kenneth and Vannessa Farmer
Sarah and Russ Farmer
Mark Farno and Ashley Orona
Lee Farnworth
John and Nancy Farrar
Sean Farrell
Darren and Jessica Fauber
Travis Faulkner and Verannia Nez
Caitlin and Brian Faux
Angelo Favia and Rossella Maria Piccoli
Peter and Christine Federman
Jenna and Kody Fedorcha
Gina Fee
Becky and Marcus Fehman
Brittany and Samuel Fehrman
Darell and Farrah Feliciano
Jennifer and John Feilerman
Don and Shannon Fells
Kathleen T. and Brian Fenoglio
Diana Fentress and Suzy McAfee
Andre and Danielle Ferguson
Ashley Ferguson and Eric Ferguson
Carol and Justin Ferguson
Kyle and Rachelle Ferguson
Russell Ferguson and Pharin Jordan
Jessica Guzman Fernandez and Luis Coriano
Robert and Christina Fernandez
Khaleen and Mike Ferranto
Katherine and Bryan Ferreira
Alessandra and Alexander Ferrera
Laura Ferries
Audrey Fessler and Diana Ockomon
Kimberly and Michael Fetcko
William H. Fettig
Rod and Adelaide Feuer
Sharyn and Suzan Feuer
Kevin and Julie Feutz
James and Sallee Field
Torren Fields and Andrew Johnson
Mitch and Sylvia Figert
Kim and Michael Fightmaster
Michelle Fikac
Calais Filley and Barbara Dunn
Teresa Fillingim
David Fine and Cassandra Pixey
* deceased
Brian and Chelsea Fink
Mark Firestone
Ashley and Craig Fischer
Maribeth and Katherine Fischer
Adrian and Darin Fishburn
Jesse and Danielle Fisher
Kelly and Aaron Fisher
Molly and Sean Fisher
Terri and Charles Fisher
Brooklyn and John Fitzsimmons
Stacy and Shaun Fitzsimmons
Ian and Elizabeth Flanagan
Joshua Flanagan and April Edmonson
Mary and Vincent Flanders
Rebecca and John Flanagan
Stephanie Flanagan and Cristi Black
Chantelle and Nate Flannery
Bryan and Ashely Fleck
Jillian and Brian Fleming
Ronald Fleming and Renee Workman
Gillian and Matt Fletcher
Laura and Jason Fletcher
Cathy and Stephen Fink
Megan Flint and Aaron Poppa
Andrew and Stephanie Flitnner
Richard and Amy Flores
Brandon and Ashley Florman
Jerry and Rita Floyd
Deanna and Gregory Flynn
Ann Foisy and Luke Seghi
Mat and Michelle Foley
Emily Folkman and Bradd Collins
Lindsay Follin and Todd Ford
Mel and Kenneth Folsie
Amy Fong and Sherman Ibarra
Paul and Stacy Fonstad
Adam and Amber Ford
Kathleen and Russell Ford
Marsha and Eric Ford
Michelle and Andrew Forde
Jocelyn Forehand and Chad Sievers
Aimee and Nathan Formo
Al and Monica Foronda
Wendy Fortune
Mary and Josh Fosnock
Nora and Brent Foster
Susan and Jeremy Foutz
Dana and Brian Fowler
Jeff and Julie Fox
Justin and Lauren Fox
Katherine and Eric Fox
Matt and Natalie Fox
Anne Frangos and Kaitlin McDonald
Troy and Ella Frank
Jarrin and Jennifer Franklin
Terrell and Jeri Lynn Franklin
Diane and Larry Frantz
Kevin and Jennifer Frasier
Karla and Cory Fredericks
Meredith and Sean Fredrickson
Alexandra and Brent Freeman
Ben and Hilary Freeman
Gretchen Freese and Jeffrey Greetley
Brandi Freije and C. Van Ansdale
Monique and Joseph French
Andrea Freund and Ben Traub
Patrick and Lindsey Frey
Ann and David Frick
Meghan and Jason Fricke
Amy and Michael Friedman
Adam and Kristin Fromson
Kelly and Gavin Frost
Tricia and Nathan Froyd
Alexandra and Zachary Frutiger
Emma and Larry Frutkin
Jennifer and Matt Fryman
Li Fu
Amy and Curt Fullbright
Michelle Fulford and Paul Ealy
Lindsey Fulk and Rusty Clark
Duane and Darla Fuller
Kristin and Daniel Fuller
Mason and Becky Fulton
Ashley and Robert Funk
Irene Furman and Beth Furman-Schmal
Adam and Leigh Futscher
Stephen and Jennifer Gabbard
Charlotte and Peter Gabet
Jessica Gabet and Matthew Gabet
Patricia Gabig and Terry Baumer
Kay and Gerald Gable
Catherine and Sean Gadberry
Jasmine Gaff-Cain and Steve Starrett
Christopher and Sarah Gapahen
Nick and Jessica Gahle
James and Pamela Gailter
Kerissa and Carlos Galan
Rita Gallagher
Ryan and Kim Gallagher
Allison and Mark Gallo
Larry and Sue Galyn
Roger and April Gandionco
Gina and Jonathan Gannon
Jay P. Ganz
Alejandra and Carlos Garces
Juan and Claudia Garcia
Pete Garcia
Robert Garcia
Valarie and Abraham Garcia
Richard Gardener and Kathryn Yeary
Karin Gardner Schuh and Philip Gardner
Brandon and Brooke Gardner
Kenny Gardner and Jennifer Lowe
Robert and Stephanie Gardner
Stephanie Gardner and Tiffany Jones
Nicole and Christopher Garman
Darla Garrett and Ashli Kleymann
Jennifer and Jason Garrett
Jo Garrett and Stephanie Taylor
Renee and Robert Garrett
Kevin and Jamie Gasaway
Kasey and Michael Gatto
Whitney and Asa Gauen
Jean and Charlie Gaumer
David and Alicia Gaunt
Jason and Sarina Gaunt
Casey and Jill Gawthrop
Marti Gay
Lindsay and Dan Gayle
Melody and Nicholas Gayle
Gloria and Joshua Gear
Ashley Geddes and Brian Geddes
Matthew and Erin Geddes
Barry and Chrissy Geiger
David and Lindsey Geiselhart
Jessica and Matthew Geist
Maria and Jay Gentry
Cathy Genung
Audrey and Ray George
Ellen Gerbracht
Lydia and Zachary Gerdts
Molly and Patrick Gerety
Mark and Marla Gerwe
Franci and Joseph Gesell
John and Annetta Ghosdson
Briania Giarratano and James Lindner
James Gibbs
Kelsey and Dwayne Gibbs
Chad and Emma Gibson
Christopher and Micalah Gibson
Michael Gibson and Kristyn Tekulve
Su Watanabe Gibson and Raymond Gibson
Sarah Jane and Dustin Gick
Arlene Gieseking
Laura Giffin and Curtis Pierce
Jean Giles and Steven Presson
Thomas Gille
Jessica Gilleispie and Matthew Lavery
Anna and David Gilley
Allison and Paul Gilmore
Samantha and Alexander Gilmore
Heather Gilson and Brandon Sharp
Karen Giorgi-Vigo
Morgan and Chuck Girard
Leslie and Margaret Gisler
Amanda Gift
Grant and Gina Glas
Steven and Marsha Glass
Melissa and Amber Gleason
David Glenn and Sara Glenn
Deanna and Roger Glick
Dennis and Keri Glitch
Megan and Nathaniel Godsey
Kelly and Keith Godwin
Brian and Amanda Goedde
Pinkus and Rebecca Goldberg
Andra and Ryan Goldsby
Leah and Noah Golland
Jennifer and Kevin Gona
Casey and Nicholas Gonzales
Claudia and Richard Gonzalez
Francisco Gonzalez and Kendra Velazquez
Irene Gonzalez and Kent Jones
Omar Gonzalez and Morgan Clinton
Stan and Diane Good
Gina and Douglas Goodenough
Jenna and Jared Gooding
Samuel and Tonja Goodloe
Kenneth Goodman and Clair Goodman-White
John M. Goodson and Timothy June
Gloria and Cassandra Goodwin
Laura and Thomas Goodwin
Keith and Sarah Gora
Larissa and Timothy Gordon
Mary Susanna Gordon and Chris Gordon
Lyubov and Daniel Gore
Robert Gorghuber and Jessica Leahy
Laura Gorman and Jason Gorman
Tiffany Gorski-Kimrey and Kevin Kimrey
Grant Goshorn
Caitlyn and Brian Goslee
Mary Gotwald
Brad Goupil and Margaret McNulty
Jacob and Marie Gourley
Carl and Joanna Graf
James and Barbara Graham
Jessie and Matthew Graham
Matthew Graham
Barbara and Charles Grahn
Meredith and Mark Gramelspacher
The Gramlich Family
Tom and Arlene Grande
Megan and Robert Granger
Bryan and Sally Grant
Molly Grant and James Knodel
Mary Catharine and Tony Grau
Anastasia and Richard Gray
Gregory and Sarah Gray
Jennifer and Jonathan Gray
Katie and Brian Gray
Melissa and Eric Gray
Rebecca and David Gray
Heather and Charles Greathouse
Megan and Kevin Green
Lisa and Ronald Green
Marissa Green and Scott Anderson
Derek and Lizabeth Greenmoyer
Christine and Austin Greene
Dana Greene and Erin Jessup
Jason and Laura Greene
Brandi Greenleaf and Tracy Barnes
Sue Ellen Greenlee
Shannon Greenly and Sarah Fife
Jennifer and Thomas Greenstone
Tarrah and James Greenwell
Alicia and Michael Greer
David A. and Kelley Gregory
Kenny and Jenni Greimann
Karen and Bob Grenda
Cynthia and Brett Grid
Scott and Crystal Grieptengt
Andrew Griffin and Jessica Teague
Jill and Brian Griffths
Peyton and Nicholas Griggs
Melissa Grigsby and Beverly Dinko
Whitney and Andy Grimes
William and Christina Grimes
Becky Grimm
Jacqueline and Michael Grimm
Robert and Alix Grimm
Russell Grindle
Mr. and Mrs. Tom Grinslage
Tina Griscom and Robert Reinhardt
Andrew and Autumn Grist
Gary and Jackie Grist
Natalie and Jonathan Groff
Keelie Grogan
Carly and Joshua Groom
Phyllis and David Groves
Jennifer and Robert Grubb
John Grubb and Chris Cash
Julia and Jared Grubbs
Susan Grudis
Andrew and Karlie Grundy
Samantha Gruver and Jessica Davis
Marjorie and Rodney Guerrero
Amy and Brian Guillaume
Tyler Guith
Diamand and Jeffrey Gulley
Robert and Amy Gunn
Jena and Phil Guntle
Ravi and Aparajita Gupta
Penny and Douglas Guthrie
Philip Gutwein II and Stephanie Boxell
Olivia and Aaron Gutzwiller
Tracy and Michael Guy
Monica and Jonathan Haag
Mr. Ryan Harber and Dr. Marnie House
David and Jacqueline Hacker
Elecia and Jeremy Hadley
Tyler and Sarah Hagan
Bethany and Andrew Hager
Emily and Joe Hahn
Katie and Alexander Hahn
Ots and Tonya Haimes
Paul and Nadeen Halzencko
Bridge and Blyton Halderman
Shelbi and Nathan Hale
Chad and Joslyn Hall
Grace and Luke Hall
Sandra Hall and Kim Benfield
Sarah and Jonathan Hall
Diana and Donald Halleneck
Robert Haller
Mike Halperin
Joshua and Kristin halpern
Kelsey Hambleton
Paul and Madeline Hamby
Zachary Hamby and Courtneay Dosch
Aarom and Fathe Hamer
Kelly Hamilton
Jennifer and Matthew Hamma
dave and Sharon Hammer
Katie and Rick Hammer
Richard Hammer
Ryan and Jenny Hammer
Michael and Bettanda Hammett
Andy and Anne Hammond
Victoria and John Hammond
Michael and Betty Hampton
Judith Hanks
Michael and Heather Hanlon
Thomas and Judith Hanlon
Thomas and Diane Hannah
Erik and Kimberly Hansen
Hannah and Andrew Hansen
Richard and Patricia Hansen
Stephanie Hansman and Cheryl Sosbe
Ted and Margot Hanulak
Megan and Jonathan Happ
Corrie Harbeck and Matthew Harbeck
Richard and Amber Hard
Alan Harder
Dara Hardesty and Brian Bozze
Bret and Lindsay Hardin
Shane and Jennifer Hardwick
Ruth and Garrick Hardy
Tamara Hardy
William Hardy*
Cara and Mitch Hargett
Morgan and Angela Harker
Joseph and Casey Harmon
Marlene and Loren Harmon
Cory Harness and Elizabeth Clark
Jaime and Stanley Harper
Steven and Midgie Harper
Ashley and Carter Harris
Kalisha Harris and Antoine Hairston
Kevin “Mookie” Harris
Marlene Harris
Victoria Harris
Amy and Richard Harrison
Andrea Harrison and Lauren Smith
Fred and Alice Louise Harrison
Talisha Harrison and William Terry
Sean and Ashley Harrold
Kyle and Lauren Harry
Tina and Jay Harting
Christine and Robert Hartley
Melissa and Wayne Hartman
Whitney and Curtis Hartwell
Una and Will Hartzell-Baird
Fred and Maria Harvey
Margaret and Emilie Harvey
Michael Harwood and Meridith Runke
Scott and Megan Haselrig
Wes and Melissa Hash
Brooke and Brandon Haston
Marjorie Hasty
Courtney and Jeremy Hatch
Emily and Ryan Hatch
Rebecca Hatfield
Amy and Jon Haug
Kinsey and Josey Hauk
Robert and Vicki Havel
Elizabeth Haviland and Chris Bryan
Wendy Hawickhorst
Mina and Stephen Hawk
Rita Hawkins and Ariana Fite
Brett and Deana Haworth
Bridge and Michael Hawryluk
Meredith Hayden and Jennifer Shepherd
Anne and Charles Hayes
Alicia Haymon and Monica Lawrence
Susan Head
Michael and Diana Heady
Jessica and Travis Healey
Margaret and John Hearn
Catherine and Ricky Heath
Gregory and Monica Heath
Jennifer and Shawn Heavrin
Steven and Beth Hebbeler
Heidi and David Hedrick
Bridge Heenan and Daniel Jones
Sun and Cameron Hefflin
Deborah and Noah Heffing
Kenny Hehr and Debbie Hehr
Joni and Scott Heide
Mark Heiden and Mary Ellen Lannon
Gretchen and Joe Heidenreich
Mark and Sharon Heiman
Jenni and Phillip Heisick
Claire Helm
david and Inessa Helmer
Justin and Kelsey Helsp
AmberGawton Helton
Justin Hembree and Priyanka Parekh
Patricia and Rodger Hendershot
Dustin Henderson and Alana Luttrull
Kelly and Scott Henderson
Laura and Tyler Henderson
Michele and Brian Henderson
Fred Hendricks
Judy Hendrickson
Justin and Lexi Henegar
Maurice and Nancy Henein
Shauna and Zack Henley
Kyle and Shana Henne
Tanya Henning and Anthony Johnson
Amanda and Jonathan Henry
Cazeo and Grant Henry
Chris Henry and Sara Hayden
Crystal and Christopher Henry
James and Elizabeth Henry
Amanda and Nicholas Hensel
Cindy Hensley
Keith Hensley and Emily Summonds
Ed and Kim Henz
Larry and Mary Herald
Elizabeth Herbst
Brandi and Ismael Hernandez
Ilana Hernandez and David Henderson
Kleidy Herrera and Christian Borrayo
Amanda and Matt Herron
Brandi Herron and Joshua Taflinger
Tyler and Sarah Hersheberger
Mollie Hertz and Joel Krueger
Dustin Hetrick
Rachel and Jeremy Heuker
Daniel and Jennifer Hewitt
Anne and Benjamin Hiatt
Bobbie Jo Hiatt
Carolyn Hiatt and Raymond Guest
Kimberly and Becky Hibst
Harold and Susan Hickman
Judith and Robert Hickman
Lacy and Rance Hicks
Tamaa Hiest-Stout
Yauheniya and Christopher Hightman
Katherine and Jason Higinbotham
Tina Hignite and Joel Smith
Sandy and Phil Hilderbrand
Jon and Alison Hiles
* deceased
Heather and Rebecca Hilgenberg
Carollyn and Doug Hill
Catherine Hill
Christopher and Leigh Hill
Donald and Glenda Hill
Julia Hill
Diane and Mike Hilligoss
Maggie and Bradley Hills
Matthew and Kelly Hills
Lonza and Ryan Hindlifter
Sena and Douglas Hineline
Jamie Hines and Christopher Parker
Eric and Kylie Hinkle
Christopher and Angka Hinson
Francine Hinshaw and Kelsey Soots
Kim Hiott and Justin Hiott
Jenny and Andrew Hiple
Julianne Hipkis
Joanne and Nathan Hirsch
Lindsay and Craig Hirsty
Nick and Judy Hittel
Curtis and Elizabeth Hitzeman
Nick and Gretchen Hoagland
Amy Hobbs
Duane and Marge Hobley
Ron and Paula Hobson
Abri and Justin Hochstetler
Devon Hockman and Holly Debaun
David and Alison Hodge
Patricia and Mike Hoorst
Sarah Hoff and Dave Heller
Ivan and Andrea Hoffman
Nikalou and Allison Hoffman
David Hoffmaster and Kathleen Rodriguez Hoffmaster
Jack Hogan
Andrea and Matthew Hogg
Katherine and Greg Hokanson
Jeffrey and Michelle Hoki
Rebecca Holderman
Christine and Martin Holdsworth
Tonya and John Hole
Mark* and Carmen Holmes
Amy and Steven Holik
Courtney and Mary Holland
Jennifer Holland
Jennifer and George Holland
Mark Holliday and Mary Hollliday
Cale Hollingsworth and Melanie Foote-Hollingsworth
Justin and Renee Hollman
Nicole and Curtis Hollomon
Jordan and Emily Holmes
Jennifer and Ryan Holohan
Laura and Ryan Holt
Lauren and Alexander Holt
Amber Holtsclaw and Justin Winburn
Amy and Brad Holtz
Mark and Laralyn Holwager
Andrea and Aaron Homoya
Graham and Sarah Honaker
Heather and Brent Honeycutt
Jessica and Matt Hood
Dorene and Leonard Hoops
Abigail and Mathew Hoover
Jenny Hoover
Maggie and Patrick Hopen
Kendra Hopkins and Dereck Jackson
Thomas Hopkins and Elizabeth Monks
Joni and Denton Hopwood
Matt and Jay Horan
Linus and Marguerite Horcher
Bonnie Horr
Greta and Brandon Horn
Michael and Anita Horn
Amber and Jason Hornberger
Jessica and Joe Hornett
Windi Hornsby and Joe Troyer
Jeffrey and Jeanie Hornung
Tascha Horowitz and Joseph Marchal
Adam and Kelly Horst
Beverly and Andrey Horton
Dawn Horvath and Ross Long
Amanda and Daniel Houchens
Mike and Rosie Houk
Amber Houpt and Gabriel Senteney
Charity and Kenneth Houston
Robert Corey and Jill Howard
Susie and Tim Howard
Max and Yadira Howe
Amy and Vickie Howell
Teresa and Brad Howell
Erika Howe and Josephine Evans
Chelsea and Christopher Hoyt
Philip Hoyt and Alyssa Snow
Karen Hrakek
Ying Huang and Dave Harvey
Kowayla Hubbard and Dwayne Lucas
Kate Declene Huber and Mark Huber
Lisa and Stephanie Huber
Steven and Marsha Huckstep
Hannah and Ben Huddleston
Rachel and Dion Hudgins
Graham and Nicci Hudson
Monica and Ollie Hudson
Paul and Jennifer Hudson
Lisa and David Huff
Chad Huffman
Denise Huffman and Jeff Priest
David Hughes and Diane McClure
Nicole and David Hughes
Emily Hull and Umar Farooq
Lauren and John Hulls
Thomas and Ria Hulvershorn
Heloisa and Philip Hume
Monica Ramsey Humphrey
Erin and Scott Humphreys
Robert and Beverly Hunt
Amanda Hunter
Tricia and Jeffrey Hunter
Linda and Joseph Hunter-Lattak
Erin Huntington and Ramin Kazemi
Danielle Huntwork and Corey Harmon
Lori and Jesse Huntzinger
Michelle and James Huseman
Jim and Lilia Hutchins
Jennifer Huth
Jessikha and Johnathan Hutson
Chris Huxhold
Sheila and Stephen Hyatt
Tomoko and Patrick illif
Elisa and Tony Illing
Ekene Ilobuchi and Tochukwu Ilobuchi
Annie and Lee Inks
Brian and Melinda Inniger
Gretchen and Desir Innocent
Rachel and Scott Irelan
Jennifer and Ryan Irwin
William and Katrina Irwin
Barbara Irwin-Herman and Evg Herman
Marrianne and Jacob Isaacs
Ellen Jackosky
Adam Jackson and Liz Roziol
Aimee and Rhiana Jackson
Cailin and Eric Jackson
Carolyn and Jack* Jackson
Christina and Loring Jackson
Courtney Jackson
Hilda Jackson and Jennifer Grimes
Janene Jackson
Latanya and Ashley Jackson
Lindsey and Chris Jackson
Marcus Jackson and Victoria Thomas
Meghan and Edwin Jackson
Sarah Jackson
Susan Jackson
Karim Jacob and Mariam Ghattas
Richard and Melissa Jacobsen
Robert Jaeger
Kariynn and Joseph Jagars
Lawrence and Pamella Jahnke
Shadia Jalal and Tarick Abdo
Robert and Judith James
Bob and Marlene Jameson
Kristin and Alex Janeczek
Joy and Michael Jansen
Kenneth and Tiphani Jansing
James Jared and Marki Jared
Tracy Jaster
Amy Jay and Gavin Stephens
Brian and Hillary Jedlicka
John Jeffers and Sarah Ervin
Patrick and Tomika Jefferson
Amy and Joe Jeffries
Christopher and Samantha Jeffries
Kimberly and Gene Jefvert
Richard and Melissa Jenkins
Sarah Jenkins and Jay Bhat
Beau Jennings and Joy Bondd
Michael and Natalie Jensen
Adam Jenvey and Chadell Sweazey
Carolyn Jepkorir and Victor Ruto
Jenn Jessie and Amy Hartwell
Kara and Anthony Jewell
Javier and Britny Jimenez
Santos and Marta Jimenez
Jay Jin and Erin Conboy
Starette and James Joens
Jeff Johns
Shirley and Sheli Johns
Amy Johnson and Lisa Staley
Brittany Johnson and Thomas Crumrine
Danielle Johnson and James Harper III
Denise and Symone Johnson
Erik Johnson and Kristie Hill
Jeanie Johnson
J.R. and Carrye Johnson
Judy and Christopher Johnson
Kelli and Howard Johnson
Laura and Keith Johnson
Lindsay and Justin Johnson
Michael and Cathy Johnson
Sara and Bradley Johnson
Scott and Kriet Johnson
Steven and Tracy Johnson
Teresa Johnson and Brad Farmer
Thomas and Audrey Johnson
Bethanne and James Johnston
Casey and Tiffany Johnston
Christian and Kaitlyn Johnston
David and Jenny Johnston
Rebecca and Johnny Johnston
Kenta Joki and Amy Mims
William and JoAnne Jonathan
Aaron and Melissa Jones
April and James Jones
Debra and Daren Jones
Denise Jones and Bernard Garrison
Janssen and Nicole Jones
Joanne and Zach Jones
Karen Jones and Emilee Alsmann
Lisa Jones and Carolyn Howard
Marcia Jones
Pearl Jones and Charles Prince
Steve Jones and Vickey Jones
Lynn and Dave Jongleux
Paulette Jordan
Tracy and Jeff Jourdan
Allison and Kody Judy
Janet Judy and Kacia Payne
Melissa and Shanon Julien
Andy and Kimberly Jurczak
Nathaniel and Elizabeth Justice
Jennifer and Brenden Justus
Jayesh and Irvikka Kabaria
Satish Kadali and Saiswathi Vanacharla
Ray Kallaher and Aurora Pepaj
Christina and David Kamelhair
Debra Kampen-Bigler and Dennis Bigler
Annette and David Kandel
Linda and Franklin Kandel
Jacob Kannapel
Kavita and Preetesh Kantak
Neha Kantamneni and Eashwar Chandrasekaran
Anna Kanzavelos
David and Katheen Kaplan
Jessica and Tom Karbowski
Darrin and Elizabeth Karcher
Missy Karle
Justin and Caitlin Karvasky
Teresa Kashman
Carol Kaspar and Katherine Castelluccio
Elizabeth Kasper
Kevin and Sara Nanette Kastner
Alexander Kaufman and Catherine Ball
Traci and Tony Kaufman
Elissa and Paul Kaupisch
Brian and Amber Kavanagh
Julie Kavanaugh and Nick Vote
Jed and Beth Kay Family
Aaron and Amanda Kaye
Mr. and Mrs. Jim Kebrdle
Gregg and Jannett Keesling
Mary and Brock Keeters
Robbia and Robalon Keglar
Suzanne Keithley
Kipp and Yingjia Keller
Abigail Hake Kellermeyer and Mike Kellermeyer
Joseph and Dana Kelley
Kristin and Dan Kelley
Bryan and Audrey Kelly
Nicole and Michael Keltsch
Elisha and Reed Kemp
Zachary and Colleen Kemp
The Kemple Family
Gwen and Jared Kempson
Casey and Nik Kendrick
Christine Kennedy and Evan Clumb
Norkeisha and Deontey Kenner
Pamela and Paul Kenneson
Philip and Colleen Kenney
Andrea and Matthew Kent
Daniel Kent
Susan Kerekes-Alexander
Joel and Naomi Kern
Mark and Patricia Kern
Jerry and Josephine Kerr
Stephen Kerr
Diana and John Kesler
Shane and Shane Kesler
Charity and Abigail Key
Rashid and Saeeda Khairi
Anousoe Khammoung and Tracy Akhom
Rakesh and Reshma Khatri
Nidhi and Abhishek Khemka
Nisha and Rajan Kheradiya
Katie and James Khorshid
Lori and C. W. Kick
Baron and Kathy Kidd
Chelsea and Zachary Kidwell
John Khiklen and Laura Khiklen
Robert and Timothy Kilburn
Stephanie and Scott Kilcoyne
Carla Kilgore and Ryan Moe
Robert and Donna Killian
Julie and Brett Killinger
Stephanie and John Kimble
Chad and Tori Kincaid
Bryan and Courtney Kind
Mark and Reba Kinder
Christopher Kindle III and Theresa Marotta
Katee and John Kindler
Katie and Ray Kindred
Amber and Justin King
Carrie and Richard King
Chassidy and Donald King
Scott King
Greg and Donna Kingsseed
Stephanie and Keith Kinnick
Kevin and Tanya Kirk
Dana Kirkpatrick and Danielle Kirby
Kip and Vivian Kistler
David and Ashley Kittrell
Charles and Jessica Klattke
Jeffrey Kleber
Nicholas and Laura Klee
Christa and Mike Klein
Mary Ann and Joe Klein
Rachel and David Klein
Barbara Kleinhoff and Lee Balkcom
Jeannine Klemm
Careth and Michael Klewicki
Matthew and Andrea Kleymeyer
Lindsay and Justin Klinkerfuss
Connie and John Klipsch
Diana and Casey Kloiber
Tibor Klopfner and Shawaun Frazer-Klopfner
Kristen and Stan Klos
Jason and Ronni Kloth
Joshua and Jessica Kluetz
John and Joni Knapp
Joshua and Erin Knapp
Sarah Knapp
David and Lisa Knapp
Lindsay and Frank Knez
Joshua and Julie Knight
Michaela Knight and Evan Lecher
Christopher and Joanna Knoll
Amelia Knopf and Rachael Cowgill
Amanda Knott
Craig and Amy Koch
Francis and Carolyn Kochert
Ehrin and Rebecca Koenig
Stephanie and Charles Koers
Blaine and Audrey Koger
Jessica and Ken Kolo
Tyler Koontz and Twinkle Vanwinkle
Tina and Andrew Korty
Vincent and Kathleen Kotarski
Jay Kothari and Fernanda Eaton
Judith Kothe and Allison Kentner
Brad and Cara Kowert
Stephanie and Gregory Kramer
Beth Krampe and Rachel Oliver
Danielle Kraus and Sean Brown
Stephen Kraus and Laura Beverly
Michael and Ann Kreicker
Kelly and Jonathan Kremer
Andrea Kreps
Cassandra Kreutzer and Maria Regot
Mary Krick and Kendra Miller
Diana Kroebet and Clint Vranian
Joshua and Holly Krohn
Tiffany Kropack and Linda StJohn
Elizabeth and Todd Krueger
Erin and Marc Krueger
Ronald and Rebecca Kueterman
Brent and Brea Kuhn
Charles Kulwin and Julia Kidder
Hari and Angela Kumar
Gary Kuntz
Nadene and Nicholas Kunz
Andrew Kusmierczyk and Rebecca Rozich
Lindsay and Jason Kusy
Chris and Katherine Kutanovski
Nicholas and Justine Laccabue
Erica and Levi Lacey
Julie and David Lach
Wesley and Gillian Lackey
Mark and Lauren Ladd
Sara and Chris Lafave
Rich and Erin Laffoon
Chuck and Dianne Laforge
Alex and Annie Lagreca
Dhwana Laing-Brown and Reynard Brown
Kaileigh and Stephen Lake
James Lamb and Morgan Werner
Laura and Josh Lambert
Rachel and Robert Lamson
Laura and Jason Lancaster
Stephanie Landier
Jeremy and Lesley Landis
Christopher and Mercedes Lane
Conan and Jayme Lane
Danette and Brian Lane
Ellen and Henry Lane
Ellie and Matt Lane
Martha and Mike Lane
Jennifer Langdon and Michelle Seibert
Michael and Caroline Langellier
Kathleen and Larry Langlois
Sheri Lantz
Kathleen and John Lappas
Melissa and Ryan Larcom
Larry Larew
Michael and Emily Large
Elizabeth and Matthew Larner
Kathy and Mark Larson
Amber and Jim Larue
John and Kathryn Lash
Rachel and Nathan Lashbrook
Brian and Stephanie Laskey
Ruth and R.K. Lasseter
Michael and Josephina Latuszek
Thomas and Katherine Laubacher
Helene Laughlin
Caitlyn Laughner and Kory McKay
Donna and Gary Launier
Keri Lauman and Matthew Hoffmann
Kevin and Rosalie Lavelle
Andrea and David Lavender
Elizabeth Law and Robert Wallace
Paul Law
Kristine Lawrence
Courtney Lawrie and Daniel Hill
Deborah Lawson and Brandye Large
Shirley Lawson
Jill and Kevin Layton
Robert and Peggy Lazard
Angela and Josh Lazard
Raicheton and Jim Le
Joel and Erin Lear
Heather and Jerry Leary
Anna and Isaac Leath
Melissa Letchuga and Keith Sanchez Sr.
Michael and Debra Lecklider
Jared and Jessica Ledford
Toni and Kyle Ledford
Brian and Mallory Lee
Clare Lee and Magnus Breiting
Joellen and Juliana Lee
William Lee and Stephanie Dearth Lee
Sharon Leenhouts
Jessica and Brandon Leeson
Allison Leeuw and Kelson Moran
Alison Leffler and Alexes Ewing
Angela Lehman and Craig Lehman
* deceased
Anita and Bart Lehman
Audrey and Ben Lehman
Heather and James Lehr
Lynetta and James Leier
Rachel and Brian Leland
Nickie and Larry Lemasters
Don and Barbara Lemen
Natasha and Julie Leming
Elizabeth and David Lemon
James and Pamela Lemons
Sarah and Nick Lenahan
Teresa and Kyli Lepper
Alyssa and David Letcher
Angela and Deon Livingston
Tiffany and Jared Levy
Brian and Erin Lewis
Claire Lewis and Garriel Walls
Cornelia D. and Cristen C.C.A. Lewis
Holly and David Lewis
Kelly and Jason Lewis
Marc Lewis
Nicole and Eric Lewis
Kelly and Kelly Lexa
Michael and Jennifer Ley
Scott Libson and Dorothy Rhodes
Yvonne Fleming Licorish and Trevor Licorish
Judith Lieberman
Buu Lien and Rob Enright
Kathlene and Chris Light
Chandler and Elisabeth Lighty
Michelle and David Lilledahl
Kevin and Amy Lilly
Toni Lin and Sean Ash
Trent and Heather Lindenman
Mark and Martha Lindvahl
Erica and Nathan Lingo
Stephanie and Alex Linn
Panos and Veni Linos
Sahara and Carol Linton
Benjamin and Virginia Lippert
Jessica and Tanner Lipsett
Diana and Mark Liska
Christian and Beverly Litscher
Jon Little and Jessica Wegg
Renee and Tyone Little
Boshu Liu and Sujin Li
Jianning Liu and Teng Jiang
Ashley and Justin Livingood
Brian and Julie Livingston
Justin and Kelsey Livingston
Nicholas and Natalie Lizanich
Donda Lloyd and Sarah Nail
Kiley and Daniel Locascio
Mary and Sean Lochner
Brian and Angela Lockard
Lauren and Daniel Lockhart
Kelly and Randall Lockner
Rhett Loftsgard and Stephanie Muir
Joseph and Susan Loftus
Kathy and Jessica Lokotar
Kelly and Lonnie Lonberger
Shirley Long
Thomas and Alicia Long
Amie and James Longest
Thomas and Aimee Looper
Amberly and Antonio Lopez
Angela Lopez and Jimmy Kulina
Elaine Lopez and Jeff Campbell
Sarah Lopez
Jamie and Matthew Lord
Ruthann Lord and Erin Murray
Shawn and Elisehva Lord-Spence
Karen and Jerry Love
Crystal Lovejoy and Dustin Abney
Chelsea Low and Craig Newhouse
Christi and Eric Lowe
Kara and Jordan Lowe
Felisa Lowery and Christine Ellison
Brenna and Brenna Lowry
Andre Loyd and Tina Ayeni
Brandon and Megan Loyer
Lisa Lubbers
Evan and Caitlin Lubline
Craig and Sandy Lucas
Owen and Labrine Lucas
Kandice and Aaron Ludwig
Matheau Luers and Anna Edwards
Michelle and Jeff Luginbill
Ron and Joan Luken
Chad and Wendy Lumpkin
Eduardo Luna and Emma Maham
Amanda and Stephen Lund
Jennifer and John Lurkins
Maria and Joshua Lusk
Bethany Lutes and Sarah Flokstra
Anne Luther-Sander and Craig Sander
Kelli and Michael Luttrel
Marissa and Peter Lux
Weston Luzadder
Amy Lyday and Bryan Dahl
Patty and Douglas Lyday
Megan and Ted Lynch
Sarah and Steve Lynch
Emilie Lynn and Dawn Van Sloun
Natalie Lyon and Allan Celik
Paul and Erica Lyons
Robert and Brianne Lyons
Matthew and Raquel Lytle
Robert and Belinda Maar
Christine Macdonald and Steve Delong
Joseph and Jayne Macdonald
Sarah and Sarah MacGregor
Tanya and Heather MacGumerait
Warren and Lesley Mackellar
Rhandi and Jeremy Mackey
Justin and Tiffany Magid
Cassandra and Bryant Magnus
Michael and Ellen Maguire
Ashley and Mark Mahin
Kimberly Mahoney
Susana Mahrourka and Flor Figueroa De Bickel
Jenna and Pat Maier
Sylvia and Gary Maixner
Richard and Kelly Majcher
Bonnie and William Majors
Nicole and Miguel Maldonado
Gagan and Neha Malik
George and Whitney Mallett
April Malone and Sandra Bixler
Mary and Robin Maloley
Audrey Mamtta
Claire Mangus and Kennedy Thatch
Holly and Michael Mann
Sally and Kenneth Manning
Mitchell and Emily Manor
Tabitha and Michael Manross
Avinash and Manasa Mannavadi
Stephanie and Carl Manuel
Thomas Manuel and Lori Leaumont
Kasey and Steven Manzano
Hossain Marandi and Andrea Oertel
Katie and Joel Mardis
Kyle and Kristy Mardis
Christina Marie
Traci and Michael Marks
Lauren and Wade Markley
Mr. and Mrs. Todd Marks
Anne Z. Marnocha
Scott and Lauren Marquette
Johnny Marquis and Family
Dan and Katarina Marrerro
Jennifer Mars and Lucas Mars
Virginia Marsh and David C. Marsh
Krystle Marshall and Juanta Roscoe
Mark and Jane Marshall
Sara and Michael Marshall
Amy and Kenneth Martin
Annie and Mike Martin
Kristy and Wesley Martin
Kyle and Angela Martin
Megan and Greg Martin
Jenny and Adam Martindale
Ariel and Amber Martinez
Jacqueline and Rudy Martinez
Manuel and Desiree Martinez
Natalie and Eduardo Martinez
Leah and Robert Martinson
Bob and Jeri Massey
Megan and Adam Massey
Brenda Mast and Ansgar Olsen
Lauren and Kyle Masur
Linda and Simeon Mata
Kristen Matha and Kendra Schmitz
Debra Mathew and Megan Jungels
Rebekah and Linu Mathews
Mary and Jason Mathison
Pratima Mathur and Anita Nguyen
Jerry Matlock and Mary Buzan
Kathleen and Peter Matsoukas
Ray and Kathy Matthews
Velmia Matthews-Smith and Thelma McClenton
Shawn Mattingly
Stephanie and Paul Matusak
Brooke and Christopher Matzen
Mollie and John Maxson
Walt and Barbara Maxson
Barbara and Douglas Maxwell
Michael and Kate Maxwell
Casey May and Ryan Graves
Edna and Darwin May
Rushen and Judith Mayhugh
Jessica and Jenny Maynard
Tanyaika Mayo and Samantha Starbrite
Dominique Mays and Raymon Mathis Sr.
Zygmunt Mazanowski and Michelle Walker
Mina Mazdai and Matthew Green
Thomas and Barb Mazeika
Ashley McAllister
Terese and Tom McNinch
Jean and Jeff McAtee
Lindsay and Kevin McAteer
Aleisha and Tex McBride
Michael and Melissa McCabe
Marianne and Todd McCall
Samone and Zachary McCallie
Ryan and Emily McCambridge
Brooke and Tyler McCrnan
Sharon McCarthy and Alicia McCarthy Messiha
Rhinnion and Kyle McCory
Ginger McClellan and Marilyn Brazba
Allen McClenod
Mr. and Mrs. Roger McCloud
Dan McCombs
Lois McEmony
Beth and Geoffrey McCor
Joann McCowan and Lauren Ringlepauq
Elyse and Ian McCulla
Douglas McCullough and Ashlie Olp
Carissa and Scott McCurdy
Patrick McDaniel and Maria Meschi
Ron McDaniel and Regina Zabik-McDaniel
Stephanie and Scott McDaniel
Dorothy and Brian McDermott
Elisa and Jeff McDermott
Charles and Kelly McDonner
Stephanie and John McDonough
Grant and Renee McDougal
Paul and Tonya McDougal
Zach and Emily McFadden
Rebecca and Scot McFarland
Timothy and Ashley McFarlane
Zach and Sara McFarlen
Nancy and Brian McFerron
Claudia and Megan McGee
Brian and Michelle McGowan
Anne McGown and Steve Oliver
Grant and Kellie McGrady
Dana and John McGrath
Cheryl McGraw
Abigail and Reed McGrew
Reubin and Amy McGuffin
Megan and Adam McHenry
Sarah and Thomas McIlroy
Amy and Chris McIntyre
Kathryn and Michael McKean
Rossi and Terry McKee
Tabatha and Michael McKenna
Eric McKeown
Bambi and Jason McKibbin
Keith and Dolores McKim
Lori and Rodney McKinlay
Bradley W. McKinney
Carolyn and Russell McKinney
Justin and Andrea McKinzie
T. McLaughlin
Britney and Michael McLean
James and Christian Mendez
Julie and James Mendez
Jackie and Jack Meneely
Elizabeth and Michael Meng
Jean and Jan Mensz
Katy and Andrew Merchant
Alissa and Corey Meridew
Nathan and Georgia Merki
Andrew and Sara Mesereth
Amber and Greg Messick
Robert and Ruth Metz
Lori and Michael Metzger
Jim and Elysia Meyer
Joshua and Misty Meyer
Juliana Meyer and Shane Stille
Kirk and Kayla Meyers
Roger Mcinerney
Brian and Leah Middleton
James and Marilyn Miles
Martha Miles and James Olson
The Miller Family
Ashley and William Miller
Barbara and Gerald Miller
Brittany and Paul Miller
Ellen and Keith Miller
Eric and Crystal Miller
Heather Miller and Jennifer Nunes
Jody Miller and Catherine Miller
John and Sharon Miller
Jordan and Olivia Miller
Joseph and Jennifer Miller
Kelly Miller and Mike Latos
Mandy and Andrew Miller
Rachel and Don Miller
Sharon and Harold Miller
Stacey Miller and Tyler Shaw
William and Stacy Miller
Monica and Randall Million
Abigail Mills and Charles Stofferahn
Brittany Mills
Paul and Ruth Mills
Bridget Miller and Sherri Harsh
Elizabeth and Ryan Milton
Jennifer and Jeremy Minarik
Aaron and Sara Miner
Luann Miner
Cindy Jo Minnett and Diane Everett
Craig and Gabrielle Minor
Alex Mishel
The Miskovic Family
Jessica Mitchel and Felipe
Gongora Hernandez
Amy and Daniel Mitchell
Dan and Mary Mitchell
Janet and Joe Mitchell
Paul and Erica Mitchell
Troy Mizell and Avis Song
Tasha and Almeda Mockabee
David Moffatt and Melissa Braunschweig
James Monn
Jack and Sharon Monroe
James and Megan Montague
Steve and Bethany Monte
J.R. Montoya and Megan Hill
Jonathan and Esther Moody
John and Darlene Moomaw
Andrea and Scott Moore
Bryan Moore and Lisa Dillow
Cleo and Normajo Moore
Eric and Michelle Moore
Julie Moore
Lynn and Craig Moore
Melissa and Tina Moore
Myron Moore
Ms. Sidney A. Moore
Diana Morales and Carlos Reichman
Jennifer Moran and Elizabeth Franklin
Kathleen Moran and Timothy Otto
Patrick and Vicki Moran
Andrea Moreau-O’Donnell and Kerry O’Donnell
Doran and Kristen Moreland
Ranita Morello and Mike Hooper
Gregg and Lou Morelock
Caroline and Patrick Moreno
Megan and Michael Morey
Carla and Matthew Morgan
Gregory and Vildana Morgan
Jared and Katie Morgan
Patti and Mike Morgan
Phillip and Jacqueline Morgan
Terrell and Alexis Morgan
Marylou and David Moriarty
Dallas and Kimberley Morissette
Amanda and Christopher Morris
Del and Sara Morris
Douglas and Kim Morris
Kathleen Morris and Steve Mong
Meghan and Rob Morris
Ron and Reba Morris
Jessica and James Morrison
Rebecca and Michael Morrison
Sanya and Michael Morrison
Jordan and Matt Morrissey
Kevin and Courtney Morse
Carlee and Ryan Mortland
Ashley and Andrew Moser
Barbara and Joseph Moser
Douglas and Kathryn Moses
Jeremy and Rachel Moss
Pamela and Andrew Moss
Susan Moster
Andrew Mott and Alison Waters
Amanda Mottweiler
David Moudy and Amanda Foster-Moudy
Jeremy and Christina Moungey
James and Kristy Mount
Joyce and Joel Mowatt
Kayley and David Mrak
Craig and Carole Mueller
Kayla Mueller and Seth Reed
Michael and Anne Mullady
Donna and Caitlin Muller
Jade Mullinax and Blake Williams
John and Pamela Mullins
Laci and Michael Mullins
David Mulrooney and Julia Arragon
Robert and Deeann Mulvey
Deborah Mumaw and Jessica Wayman
Justin and Jenna Mumaw
Lorie Mundorf and Cindy Goode
Jordan and Sarah Munson
Talia Muram and Zachary Kling
The Murday-McCollum Family
Jason and Lisa Murdock
Alicia and Kyle Murphy
Ashley and Timothy Murphy
Chad and Rachel Murphy
Cinnamon Murphy and Jared Junkin
Dan and Katherine Murphy
Jackie and Mike Murphy
Jane and John Murphy
Kim and Ben Murray
Elise Murray and Cameron Brown
George and Theresa Murray
Julia and Andrew Murray
Cheryl Musgrave and Emily Kintner
Jennifer and Matthew Musseman
Michele and Paul Musson
Gary and Darlene Muston
Kevin and Ann Mutscher
Angela and Eric Mutzfeld
Jennifer and Tony Muzzillo
Kristen and David Myer
Hanque Myers
Lisa and Bryan Myers
Nicole and Steven Myers
Scott and Karin Myers
Megan and Mary Mylet
John and Nancy Myrland
Alan and Linda Naas
Stephanie and Michael Nader
Patrick and Kristine Nagle
F. Timothy and Nancy Nagler
Zsofia Nagy and Andre Mitchell
Travis Nahler and Shannon Lashbrook
Emily and Anthony Najem
Brandi and Charles Napier
Gabrielle Napoli and Ryan Gough
Angela and Cyrus Naser
Chitra and August Natalie
Anneke Warren Nave and Jason Nave
Alexandria and Adam Naye
Leon and Ruthann Nedo
Ruth and Roger Needler
* deceased
Howard and Leaann Pitman
Bethany Pitts and Andrew Klingbeil
Wendy and Laurent Platys
Kristen Pless
Bruce and Anne Ploshay
Landon and Rebecca Ploughe
Peter and Morgan Pluckebaum
Jennifer and Scott Plumlee
Marilyn Plummer
Holly and David Plunkett
Susan and Jeffrey Poe
Debbie and Matt Pogue
Nico Poletika and Jarrod Scranston
Angela and James Pollard
Kellen and Carlee Pollard
Mark Pollard
Shirley Polley and Sheila Andrews
Beverly and Patricia Polston
Stacey and Glen Pomeroy
Robert Poortinga and Barbara Hawkins
Marija Popovic and William Morrison
Julie and Thomas Porep
Fran Poropatic
Brad and Courtney Porter
Jesse Porter and Joanne Bosler
James and Amy Porteus
Debbie and Marty Pospichal
Matthew and Sarah Potasnik
Eileen and Rachel Potenza
Michael and Linda Potter
Trevor and Stephanie Potts
Kimberly and Ross Powell
Rich Powell
Tom and Shannon Powell
Colleen Powers and Billy Barkimer
Toni and David Praire
Sumi Prakash and Marappa Nalle
Brenda and Terrance Prange
Leisa and John Prasser
Kim and Ryan Prather
Susan and Jonathan Prather
Aaron Pratt
Kathryn and James Pratt
Beth and David Price
Carrie and William Price
Dr. Francis and Marianne Price
James and Charlotte Price
Jessica Price
Jessica Price and Dianna Freeman
Sondra Price and Devin Long
Leeanne Richard and Brett Foudray
Sandra Pride
Amanda and Todd Prince
Daniel Prince
Priority Physicians
Dorinda and Gilbert Pritt
Rachel and Aaron Pritz
Lindsay and Josh Proctor
Brian and Denisa Prokop
Arthur J. Provisor M.D.
Jeremy Pruitt and Jessica Amick
Dr. Stephen and Mrs. Alysia Prunier
Heather Pryor and Shannon Landry
Jason and Erin Pullara
Heather and Chad Purviance
Hari Puttagunta and Vishnu Marella
Todd and Jennifer Pyatt
Katy and Ellery Queen
Deborah Quilhot
Anita and Elizabeth Quinn
Anne and Brian Quinn
Kiley and Daniel Quinn
Pablo Quintana
Tara and Nicholas Rabiola
Jilian Raby and Luke Maycroft
Linda and Nolan Rademaker
Andrea and Shawn Rafferty
Erika Rager and Keith Jewell
Tony and Molly Rago
Neil Ragsdale and Mary Reese
Stephanie and Bo Bailey
Michael and Cassandra Rainwater
David and Rebecca Raisor
Amy and Jeff Ralston
Diamond and Nicholas Ramey
Jeff and Brenda Ramseier
Alicia and John Ramsey
Reginald Randolph and Angela White-Randolph
Timothy and Tiehne Randolph
Lora Rankin
Gautam and Sameena Rao
Dr. and Mrs. John G. Rapp
Don and Joanna Rasmussen
Emilee and Charlie Rath
Amber and Jacob Rathmacher
Amy and Mike Ratliff
William and Georgia Ratliff
Kathleen Ravestein and Lori Grecco
Alexis and Josh Ray
Suzanne and Luka Raykovich
Jean and John Rayman
Dan and Cory Raynor
Marlyn Reading
Kelsie Reagan
Ronald and Kathy Rearick
John and Jessica Reckamp
Kaleb and Dawn Redman
Patrick Reece and Taylor Kozik
Robert and Kaila Reed
Terry and Dianne Reed
Tonya Reed and Robert Finley
Kelly and Justin Rees
Andrea Reese
Chase and Jazmin Reese
Joseph and Jennifer Reese
Kelli Reese and Michael Rowe
Melanie and Anthony Reese
Alicia and Brandon Reeves
John Reeves
Tony Todd Reeves and Marcus Reeves
Barbara Reger
Dr. Denise and Mr. Chris Rehffuss
Jordan and Scott Reid
Erinn and William Reilly
Christina and Cory Reimer
Robert and Sue Reinhke
Amanda and Ryan Relich
Christine and Gabriel Renfro
Stephen and Jennifer Renfro
Kenneth and Debra Renkens
Cheryl and Robert Reno
Jana Reno
Melody and Greg Reveal
Joel and Kate Rexroth
Janet and Robert Reynolds
John and Julia Reynolds
R. Wayne and Nanci Reynolds
Rachel and Sean Reynolds
Stacey Peterson Reynolds and Matthew Reynolds
Victoria Reynolds and Quentin Woodrum
Christopher and Shannon Rhea
Leroy and Ame Rhea
Brandi Rhoads and Brittney Poston
Jeff and Janine Rhoads
Greg and Nancy Rhodes
Mark Rhodes
Andrea and Broderrick Rhyant
April and Richard Rhymaun
Anne and Anthony Ricchiuto
Alan and Laura Rice
Amanda R. Rice
Brandon and Kirstie Rice
Ellen Rice
Lee and Laura Rice
Nathan and Naomi Rich
Rod and Cheryl Rich
Justin and Alena Richard
Amber and Josh Richards
Brian and Heather Richards
Christina and David Richards
Gwyn and Barbara Richards
Alicia and Aaron Richardson
Ashley Richardson and Cody King
Betty and Kent Richardson
Cara and Aaron Richardson
Melissa and Brandon Richardson
Rachel and Mike Richardson
William and Susan Richardson
Judith Richart and Jessica Meec
Tara and Ryan Richeson
Michele and Eric Richey
Kimberly and James Richman
Corey and Jess Richmond
Steve and Heather Riddle
Amy and William Rieber
Kathy Riedeman
Laszlo Riedl
Donald Riefel and Julie Lada
Kim and Wayne Rigdon
Nicole Rigtor and Lanny Dowdell
Vanessa and Charles Rigler
Diego Rincon and Catalina Rojas
Lisa Ringer
Melissa and Wayne Rinker
Carley and Andrew Ritenour
Kent and Cindel Ritter
Marcelino and Sara Rivera
Victoria and Steven Rizzi
Jennifer and Jay Roark
Kirsten Robbins and Mark Robbins
Sharon and Brad Robbins
Brooke and Ethan Roberts
Dana and Chad Roberts
Danielle and Ryan Roberts
Jack Roberts and Jessi Brooksby
Jennifer Roberts and Tyrae Dabney-Murphy
Krystle and Greg Roberts
Marie Roberts
Stephanie and Ryan Roberts
Margo and Chris Robertson
Michael Robertson and Kathryn Robertson
Anne and Steven Robinson
Corey and Rebecca Robinson
Corrie and Aretta Robinson
D. Scott Robinson
Kimberly Harms Robinson
Laura and Jimmy Robinson
Regina Robles and Andre Guillaume
Carl and Lauren Robling
Bradley and Stacey Rochman
Lisa and Jason Rockacy
Conrad and Beth Rockey
Heather and Andrew Rodocker
Melissa and Bogar Rodriguez
Rebecca and Jose Rodriguez
Suzanne and Damian Roebl
Robert and Mary Roeder
Florence and Lonnell Rogers
Kathryn and Brian Rogers
Lashaw Rogers and Lashae Black
Matthew and Ana Maria Rogers
Tabitha and Lee Rohl
Douglas and Martha Roller
Garry and Julie Rollins
Jessica and Taylor Rollins
Tiffany Romansky and Martha Vanarsdale
Taylor and Niko Romero
* deceased
Christopher and Joyce Simmons
Deborah and Mark Simmons
Jennifer Simmons and Jeremiah Cunningham
Sarah Simon and Josi CJigas
Carol Simpson and Amanda Smith
James and Tonia Simpson
Lance and Robyn Simpson
Matthew Simpson and Nicole Yeager
J Michael and Amy Sims
Justin and Emily Sims
Pamela and Megan Sims
Shad Anthony Singer
Inderjeet Singh and Sukhdeep Kaur
Jacqueline and Gurkeerat Singh
Justine Overturf Singh and Regg Singh
Mona Sinnett and Amanda Collins
Rita and Matt Sisko
Brittani and Corey Sizelove
Bernita Sizemore-Paredes
Leisa and Autumn Skeyvngton
Annie and Andy Skinner
Laura and Joseph Skinner
Sarah and Theodore Skreko
Sarah Skwire and Steve Horwitz
Gregory and Caroline Slabaugh
Jaime and Kevin Slusher
Andrew and Leslie Small
Nicholas and Caitlin Smarrelli
Andrew and Amy Smelser
Matt and Kendra Smelzter
Dave and Sarah Smiley
Shanna and Rickey Smiley
Albert and Dianne Smith
Alex Smith
Alexander and Christine Smith
Amanda and Josh Smith
Analiessa and Steven Smith
Angela and Josh Smith
Anna and Greg Smith
Beverly Smith
Brea Smith and Khrysten Gregor
Brian and April Smith
Carol Smith
Christi and Rick Smith
Deanna and Ben Smith
Heather and Brian Smith
Jennifer and Jay Smith
Jenny and Kenny Smith
Jon and Debra Smith
Jordan and Aubrea Smith
Kara and Jason Smith
Kathy and Kimberly Smith
Lori and Brian Smith
Nancy Smith
Robert and Joan Smith
Ryan and Kristi Smith
Terence Smith and Morgan Lynn Fife
Wendy and Joseph Smith
Demetrice Smith-Mutegi and Jomo Mutegi
Samantha and Nic Smock
Latoria and Brandon Smoote
Sean and Rebecca Smuts
Jamie Snead and Andrew Roahrig
Laura and David Snell
Laura and Michael Sniadecki
Tom and Sharon Snively
Chris Snodderley and Michelle Arteime
Amy Davis Snodgrass and Mark Snodgrass
Sandra and Edgar Smoke
Bruce and Crystal Snow
Kelli and Jimmie Snow
Cameron Snowden and Cara Brandenburg
Brooke Snyder
Chris Snyder and Marly Hardy
Rick and Danielle Snyder
Morgan and Loren Snyder
Yong So and Hanna Shin
Alice Sobotka
John and Kathryn Sobotowsk
Seth and Jessica Soja
Scott Soladine
Michelle and Chad Solik
Fady Soliman and Virona Abdul Shahid
Jason Solodow
Nicole and Kevin Sonn
John and Kathryn Sontag
Nathan and Ruby Sopke
Ashley and Jason Sorg
Lauren and Joshua Southard
Paul Souza and Jill Geer
Margaret and Thomas Szolio
Alma L. Spalding
Melissa and Gene Spalicky
Shawna Sparks and Travis Sparks
Tim and Dana Sparks
Jennifer and Jeremy Speedy
Abbigail and Ryan Speers
Susan Spein
Lauren and Michael Spencer
Shannon and Josh Spencer
David and Cheri Spicer
Anne and Jason Spilbeler
Megan and Steve Spitzer
David and Sherry Spooner
Matthew and Rachel Spooner
Robin and William Sporleder
Julia Spratt
Michele and Robert Sprigs
Jaclyn Spong and Jordan Schnebelt
Brienne and Sam Sprunger
Jen and Michael Spurgin
Janine and David Spurlock
Emile and Peter Squire
Tammi and Andrew St. Angelo
Gary and Janet Stach
Jessica and Devin Stader
Mary and Terence Stadler
Darlene Stafford and Anne Stover
Jen and Kirk Stafford
Brian and Brooke Stage
Patty and Troy Stage
Stephanie and Adam Stahl
Jennifer and Kyle Stahlhut
Greg Staker
Mary and Lee Stankovich
Courtney and Phillip Stanley
Linda and Frank Starkey
Michelle Starr and Matt Aschaffenbourg
Renelle and John Stauffer
Linda and Anthony Stavros
Sharon and Michael Steadman
Deborah Steeg
Scott and Summer Steenburgen
Jennifer and Donald Stegman
The F.B. Stehman Family
Eric and Theresa Stein
Maryann Steinhilber and Leon Bell
Joshua and Randee Steinke
Corey and Evan Steinmetz
Mark and Rebecca Stempel
Holly and Will Stephan
Natalie and Lloyd Stephen
Cale and Lacinda Stephens
Amy and Seth Stevens
Jami Stephens and Steven Barker
Joyce Stevens and Ashley White
Benjamin and Caroline Stevenson
Daniel and Eden Stewart
Megan and J. K. Stewart
Stephanie and James Stewart
Tim and Josleyn Stewart
William H. Stewart III
April and Brian Stilwell
Ariel Stilwell and Arjun Sinha
John and Linda Stinson
Jennifer and Dreek Stinson
Ali and Kevin Stitle
Cassy and Leon Stockton
Happi and Joel Stoffel
Randy and Lynn Stokley
Tonja Stokes and Justin Ross
Haley and Rob Stoll
Amber Stollings and Nathan Ulmer
Bill and Michelle Stoltenberg
Brenae and Larry Stone
Nancy Stone
Claudia Stoner
Dana Stopczynski and Joe Eakins
Mary Ann Storm and Emily Smith
Nancy Logan Sonntag
Christopher and Courtney Story
Cindy Story
Allen and Katie Stout
Kristin and Ben Stout
Kyle and Crystal Stout
The Bruce Strack Family
Erica Strahm
Jim and Cheryl Strain
Marcella Strange and Matthew Lyle
Mark and Kaitlyn Stratemier
Sarah and Kevin Strawbridge
Jane Streff
Chris Striley and Megan Black-Striley
Meghan and Kurt Stritar
Lexie Strong and Luke Santos
W. Ross and Molly Strong
Nathaniel and Kandee Stroud
Christopher and Ashlee Stuart
Brittany and Coby Stubben
Gregory and Amy Studebaker
Nick and Hannah Stultz
Vaughn and Nancy Stultz
Michael and Melissa Stumpe
LaTasha Sturdivant
Elizabeth and Matthew Sturgeon
Stephanie Sturgeon
Juan F. Suarez and Susana Durante De Suarez
Dawn and Marcus Such
Jim Sulkowski
Betsy and Marcus Sullivan
John and Blythe Sullivan
Kathy Sullivan
Linda Sullivan and Kevin Jeter
Michael Sullivan and Julie Branch
Molly and Shawn Sullivan
Steven and Whitney Sullivan
Yoanna and Adam Sullivan
Dawn Sullivan-Reploge and David Reploge
Douglas and Kendra Summers
Sean and Annica Summers
Kelly and Joshua Sumner
Shaopeng Sun and Chongyang Wang
Emily and John Supica
Marjorie and Tom Susdorf
Amy Sutton and David Deprez
Brittany and Cody Sutton
Caleb and Caleb Sutton
Shala Sutton and Matthew Vick
Stephanie and Tom Swaim
Ashley and Justin Swanson
Stacy Swanson
Brittany and Jason Swartout
Cynthia and Brian Sweeney
Susan and Andrew Swenson
Victoria and Joel Swider
Courtney and Courtney Swift
* deceased
Sara and Thomas White
Keith and Yolanda White
Chasidy and Joshua White
John and Susan Whitaker
Wes and Kara Whisler
Matthew and Amber Whisler
Joanna and Lewis Wheeler
Craig Wetli
Elizabeth and Kurt Westergren
Jeremy and Elizabeth West
Blair and Evan West
Jeremy and Elizabeth West
Tony and Stacy West
Elizabeth and Kurt Westergren
Alana and Jared Westfall
Craig Wettl
Derek and Sara Wettl
Chelsey and Jay Wetzl
Joanna and Lewis Wheeler
Matthew and Amber Whisler
Bos and Kraft slur
John and Susan Whitaker
Ronald and Tammy Whitby
Chasidy and Joshua White
Karina and Russell White
Keith and Yolanda White
Sara and Thomas White
Victor and Jessica Whitehead
Charlene and Thomas Whitfield
Sarah Whitfield and Mitesh Patel
Andrea Whitcan and Todd Burkholder
Jennifer and Chester Whitlow
Laurel and Matt Whieth
Jennifer and Jordan Whitt
Benjamin and Sarah Whittam
Angela and Jeremy Whitten
Mike and Jessie Whitten
Nathan and Jamie Whittington
Karen Wickliff
Ryan and Kristi Widau
Danielle and Jake Wieie
Dean and Jeannine Wieie
Paul and Erin Wigger
Anthony and Brittny Wiggington
Joshua and Kristin Wilke
Andrea and Shannon Wilburn
Caillen and Bonnie Wild
Jerry and Melissa Wiley
Tim and Amy Wiley
Tasha and Mandy Wilkie
Julie Wilkinson and Kathryn Boelke
Madison and Mike Will
Claire Willard and Christopher Corr
Chelsea and John Williams
Daniel Williams and Melinda Williams
Holly and Jesse Williams
James and Amber Williams
Julie and Chris Williams
Max Williams and Katie Webber
Michelle Williams and William Burt
Robert and Barbara Williams
Sandi Williams and Kevin Conner
Veeah Hampton Williams and
Stevan Hampton
Charla Willian and Dan Hirst
Jessica and Chuck Willig
Erika and Brian Willoughby
Dr. Ed and Cindy Wills
James and Laura Wills
Tom Wills
Alica and Tom Wilson
David and Robin Wilson
Donna and Keenen Wilson
Leah and Nick Wilson
Meghan and Mark Wilson
Nancy and Roy Wilson
Nathan Wilson and Don White
Stefanie Wilson and Todd Violete
Dr. Stephen Wilson and
Dr. Christine Bruner
Tiffany and John Wilson
Steve and Kelly Wiltfong
Jennifer Wilz and Sarah Negangard
Melisa and Carrick Wilzbacher
Natasha Winchester and
Margaret Donnolo
Shawn and Davinia Windler
Rachel and Amanda Wine-Grider
Debbie and Thomas Wingate
Elizabeth and Seth Wingeter
Rob and Debbie Wingeter
Allison and Joshua Winiger
Nathan and Courtney Winklepleck
Risa Winkler and Jonathon Cook
Sara and William Winkowski
Christine and John Winter
Lisa and Jason Winterbottom
Mr. and Mrs. Doug Winters
Sarah Wintin-Guthrie and Frank Guthrie
Lauren and Steven Wippel
Meighan and Nick Wise
Stephen and Cindi Wise
Susan Wiseman
Diane Wishart
Benjamin and Anna Wissel
Kyle Wissmiller and Rebecca Henline-Wissmiller
Brian and Tara Witchger
Jessica and Greg Witkowski
Betsy and Ward Witte
Matthew and Diamond Wittlief
Anna and Robert Witzig
Stephanie and Robert Woerner
Cyril and Shawn Wollert
Laurie Wolf
David and Becky Wolfe
John Wolfe
Emily and Josh Wolfington
Amanda and Scott Wolfrum
Barbara and Philip Woller
Michael and Amber Wolsiefer
Daniel and Corinna Wong
James and Liane Wong
Shawn Wood
Brooke and Jeremy Woodruff
Krista and Michael Woodruff
Michael and Karen Woods
Nicholas and Tammy Woods
Amber and Michael Woodside
Amanda and Greg Woodson
Ann Woodward
Corey and Jazmine Woodward
Robyn Woodward and Ian Cutting
Connie and Carl Wooldridge
Scott and Amy Wooldridge
Jennifer Woolums and Adama Diallo
Emily Wootten-Stucky and
Marcelle Stucky
Barry Wormser and Jacalyn Bolles
Clinton and Becky Worthman
John Wortman Sr. and Sandra Porter
Beth Wren
Christy and Patrick Wright
Jessica Wright and Robert Daugherty
Kaleena Wright
Tashena Wright and Becky Morris
Chenzhong Wu and Yan Wang
Nathan Wurthmann
John and Kelly Wyand
Alyssa and Ty Wyatt
Karissa and Richie Wyeth
Katie and Cory Wylie
Barbara S. Wynne
Guizhen Xu and Zhiyuan Song
Vijetha Yadla and Pavan Chukkapalli
Joe and Amanda Yaeger
Beth and Ace Yakey
Clyde and Rebecca Yan
Kyle and Allison Yancey
Coty and Angel Yaney
Taylor Yarling
Jen Yater and Gregory Puetz
Karen Yater and Briana Bachur
Herb and Ann Yates
Samantha Yeap and Jonathan Ting
Abideen Yekin and Alicia Johnson
Chiyin Yen and Hsinwei Huang
Rama Yerupi and Nagaman Vinylathaneni
Anastasia and James Yi
Chelsea and Nicholas Yoder
Keith and Kelsey Yost
Bob and Alexis Young
Catherine Young
Elizabeth Young and John Moran
Emily Young
Gregory Ralph Young
Joseph and Amanda Young
Kirbie and Samantha Young
Mike and Emily Yount
Anthony Yost and Rachel Bohard
Christine Yu and Gary Woods
Nicole and Adam Yunker
Aimee and Scott Zabinsky
Joseph and Susan Zaharako
David and Sarah Zahl
Kimbre and Greg Zahn
Carlos and Anika Zapata
Anna and Brandon Zartman
Anthony Zecco and Marlena Beishline
Adam and Lindsay Zeckel
Gail Zeherals
Geoff and Christen Zehr
Jill and Casey Zeller

* deceased
FAMILY FOUNDATIONS AND DONOR-ADVISED FUNDS

Diane and John Abrams Donor Advised Philanthropic Fund
The Ackerman Foundation
Jeffrey D. Arnold and Christine Burton Arnold Charitable Gift Fund
Ayco Charitable Foundation
Robert and Toni Bader Charitable Foundation Inc.
G. Michael and Lois A. Ball Family Fund
Brar Gift Fund
Elizabeth Ann Beck Foundation
Bremner Family Fund
The Thomas and Elaine Browne Charitable Fund
Cooke Family Foundation
Robert Crandall Fund
Dans Family Thanksgiving Fund
Deer Crossing Fund
Dorsey Foundation Inc.
Donald R. Dunbar Donor Advised Fund at Fidelity Charitable
Lori Efroymson Aguilera and Sergio Aguilera Donor Advised Fund
Elser Family Charitable Account at Schwab Charitable
The Erhardt Family Charitable Fund
Sidney D. and Lois Eskenazi Donor Advised Fund
Keith R. and Sarah Faller Charitable Foundation of the Ayco Charitable Foundation
The Brooks and Joan Fortune Family Foundation
The GoodCoin Foundation
Gray Family Charitable Fund at Schwab Charitable
Griffith Family Foundation Inc.
Hall Family Charitable Fund at Schwab Charitable
Michael E. and Jacquelyn L. Hanson Family Foundation
Held Family Giving Fund
Ira S. Hirschfield Fund
John Holliday and Phyllis B. Holliday Charitable Remainder Unitrust
The Howell Family Charitable Fund
Peyton Hurlie and Michael Flanagan Fund
JCL Fund
Bart and Kate Johnson Family Fund
Gracia E. Johnson Foundation
Johnson-Weaver Foundation
Kraege Charitable Gift Fund
Allison and Dan Lechleiter Charitable Fund
Lee Foundation
Rene and Karen Lewin Charitable Fund
Makiah’s Hope Foundation
Stephen W. and Audrey J. Marmon Family Gift Fund
The Jerry and Elsie Martin Family Charitable Fund
Maurer Family Foundation Inc.
Mickey’s Camp for Women
Meditch Charitable Remainder Unitrust
Herb and Carolyn Metzger Foundation
Mothershead Foundation
MSI Youth Foundation DBA Max and Jennifer Siegel Family Foundation
Norfolk Southern Charity Trust Account
Margaret M. Rapp Charitable Lead Trust
James K. and Mary Jo Risk Family Foundation, Inc.
Patricia G. Rooney Giving Fund, Fidelity Charitable Donor Advised Fund
The Saltsburg Fund
Capi Seeger Scheidler Charitable Fund
Jack and Karen Shaw Fund at Fidelity Charitable
The Sherman Family Charitable Fund
Shukla Family Charitable Foundation
Herbert Simon Family Foundation
Herbert and Bui Simon Foundation Inc.
Mike and Sue Smith Family Fund
Sparkman Family Fund at The Terrett Family Foundation, Inc
Sweet Family Charitable Fund at Schwab Charitable
The Taylor Family Foundation
Thorne Family Trust
Veatch Family Gift Fund at Fidelity Charitable
White Oak Foundation
Jean Yorke Memorial Fund
Robina M. Zink Family Charitable Fund

CORPORATIONS ORGANIZATIONS FOUNDATIONS AND GOVERNMENT AGENCIES

OFFICIAL PARTNERS
Ice Miller LLP
Old National Bank
Riley Children’s at Indiana University Health

$25,000+
Allen Whitehill Clowes Charitable Foundation Inc.
Arts Council of Indianapolis
Asphalt Materials
Bottling Group LLC
Capital Group Companies
Central Indiana Honda Dealers
The Children’s Museum Guild
Chriestel Dehaan Family Foundation
Church Brothers Collision Repair
Delta Dental of Indiana
The Dorsey Foundation Inc.
Eli Lilly And Company
F.A. Wilhelm Construction Co. Inc.
Franklin Pest Solutions
Ice Miller LLP
Indiana Arts Commission
Indiana Hockey Club LLC
Indianapolis Colts, Inc.
Indianapolis Indians
Indianapolis Motor Speedway/Hulman George Family
Indy Fuel
Joyce Van Lines Inc.
Lilly Endowment Inc.
Lumina Foundation for Education
M and J Management Co LLC
Merrill Lynch
NCAA
Nicholas G. Noyes Jr. Memorial Foundation
Old National Bank
OneAmerica
Pacers Sports and Entertainment
PepsiCo Foodservice | Great Lakes Region
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Priority Press Inc.
The R.B. Annis Educational Foundation
RBC Wealth Management
Riley Children’s at Indiana University Health
The Saturday Evening Post
Sodexo
Subway
Synspectives of Indiana LLC

$10,000–$24,999
American Express Company
Carmichael and Company LLC
Donatos Pizza
DTM Real Estate Services LLC
Educational Choice Charitable Trust
Elser Financial Planning Inc.
Elton John AIDS Foundation Inc.
GEICO
Indiana Soybean Alliance
The Jerry L. and Barbara J. Burris Foundation Inc.
Kroger Food Stores Central Division
Kumon North America
Legacy Capital Management LLC
Markey’s Rental and Staging
Metro by T-Mobile
MJ Insurance
Museum of Science, Inc.
Nike
Raidious
Ratio Architects Inc.
Red Gold
RJE Business Interiors Inc.
RNDC
Ruth Lilly Philanthropic Foundation
Salesforce.org
The Seabury Foundation
Shiel Sexton Company Inc.
Synlawn Indiana
Titan Restaurant Group
United States Tennis Association, Midwest Section

$5,000–$9,999
3M Foundation
Aqua-Tots Swim Schools
The Bank of America Charitable Foundation Inc.
Bluebeard
Crowe LLP
Dentos Bingham Greenebaum
Detail + Design
Empis Communications Corp.
FedEx
Gannett
Grecian Delight Foods Inc.
Heartland Food Products Group
Indiana Farm Bureau Insurance
Indiana Landmarks
International Paper Foundation
Javelina Construction Inc.
Joella’s Hot Chicken
Kirby Risk Supply Company
Koorsen Fire and Security Inc.
Kraemer Design and Production Inc.
Lilly Family School of Philanthropy
Low Carb Revolution
Mann Properties
Prime Smile Dental
Repro Graphix Inc.
RICOH
The Schmetterling Foundation
Sherwin-Williams
Simon Property Group Inc.
SPM Foundation
St. Richard’s Episcopal School
State Auto Insurance Companies
Sun King Brewing

$1,000–$4,999
Acorn Distributors Inc.
Architectural Glass and Metal Co. Inc.
Arni’s Inc.
Ascensus Inc.
Awestruck Marketing Group
Ayes Foundation Inc.
Big Lug
Carolyn and Herbert Metzger Foundation
Cash and Carry Paper Company
Celtic Pretzel
Central Indiana Community Foundation
City Barbeque
Commercial Office Environments
The Community Foundation of Greater New Haven
Dick’s Last Resort
Downtown Optimist Foundation
Enterprise Holdings Foundation
Essential Architectural Signs, Inc.
Family Express Corporation
Fidelity Charitable Gift Fund
Glick Philanthropies
GSF USA Inc.
Hoitea Toitea
Hylant Group
Indiana Education Savings Authority
Indiana Humanities
Indiana University
IUPUI
Jewish Federation of Greater Indianapolis
Johnson Controls
Lyft
Maggiano’s
McGuire Scenic Inc.
Mid-America Elevator Company Inc.
Moe’s Southwest Grill
Monarch Beverage
Nameless Catering Co.
Nathaniel Edmunds Photo
Norfolk Southern Foundation
Oberweis Dairy
The Penrod Society
Pine Tree Foundation
Schmidt Associates Inc.
Smith Amundsen LLC
Superior Carpet Installers Inc.
Target Corporation
Titus Bakery
Topgolf
The Ultimate Software Group Inc.
Vision Communities Inc.
Weber Group Inc.
Yolk

IN-KIND DONORS
Amazing Hazel’s
Arni’s Inc.
Big Lug
Bluebeard
Celtic Pretzel
City Barbeque
Cretia Cakes
Detail + Design
Dick’s Last Resort
Mrs. Wanda Fortune
Hoitea Toitea
Joella’s Hot Chicken
Joyce Van Lines Inc.
Mr. and Mrs. Barton L. Kaufman
Kroger Food Stores Central Division
Low Carb Revolution
Maggiano’s
Marky’s Rental & Staging
Moe’s Southwest Grill
Monarch Beverage
Nameless Catering Co.
Nathaniel Edmunds Photo
Oberweis Dairy
Raidious
RNDC
Sherwin-Williams
Soupremacy
Sun King Brewing
Titus Bakery
United States Tennis Association, Midwest Section
Weber Group Inc.
Yolk

THE GOLDEN AGE OF GREECE GALA EVENT SPONSORS

Presenting Sponsor
Priority Group

Red Carpet Sponsor
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP

Valet Parking Sponsor
Sally and Jim Schacht

Cocktail Reception Sponsor
Nick and Joni Hrisomalos

Beverage Partners
21st Amendment Wine and Spirits
Ava Grace Vineyards
Cupcake Vineyards
Hotel Tango
Metaxa
Pepsi
RNDC
Sun King Brewing

Event Partners
Detail + Design
Marky’s Rental & Staging

Zeus Table Sponsors
Bingham Greenebaum Doll LLP
Gina and Jim Brenner
Sonja and Ezra Burdix, and Julie Carmichael
F.A. Wilhelm Construction Co., Inc.
Andrew and Karin Held
Ice Miller LLP
Lumina Foundation
MJ Insurance
RATIO Architects
Repro Graphix, Inc.

Athena Table Sponsors
Crowe LLP
Dennis K. Dickos, MD
David and Sally Gray
Frost Brown Todd, Nick and Tracy Pappas
Hylant
IUPUI
Ricoh
Schmidt Associates
Superior Carpet Installers, Inc.

Event and Program Sponsors
Author Solutions
Butler University
Central Indiana Honda Dealers
EdChoice
GEICO
GSF
Ice Miller LLP
Indiana Farm Bureau Insurance
Indiana University Purdue University Indianapolis
Lilly Family School of Philanthropy
Kroger
Lumina Foundation
Priority Group
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Red Gold
State Auto Insurance Companies
University of Indianapolis

MUSEUM BY MOONLIGHT

Presenting Sponsor
AMERICAN FUNDS from Capital Group

Supporting Sponsors
Ice Miller LLP
IndyStar
Mortenson Kim + Raidious
Old National Bank
PricewaterhouseCoopers LLP
Priority Group
Ricoh
Simon Mall

Club Sponsors
Crowe LLP
Johnson Controls
Koorsen Fire & Security
Subway*

Beverage Partners
Ava Grace Vineyards
Benziger Family Winery
Chloe Wine Collection
flipflop Wines
Hotel Tango
Jack Daniel’s
Mount Gay*
Pepsi
RNDC
Slow Press Wines
Sun King Brewing
Svedka Imported Vodka

* deceased
THE VERDICT—BONE WARS

**Presenting Sponsor**
Ice Miller LLP

**Red Carpet Sponsor**
SynLawn

**Cocktail Reception Sponsor**
Lumina Foundation

**Media Sponsor**
Indiana Lawyer

**Beverage Partners**
Domino
Gnarly Head
Hotel Tango
Pepsi
Sun King Brewing
The BenRiach

**Guides 2019 Haunted House**

**Supporting Sponsors**

- Athletic Annex
- Art Thieves & Company
- Arni’s Restaurant
- Albanese Confectionery Group
- 4 Birds Bakery
- 317 Burger
- 3 Badge Mixology

**Day Sponsors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Sponsors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>$1,000–$2,499</td>
<td>Art to Remember, The Bob and Tom Show, Delta Faucet, Diversified Roofing Solutions, LLC, Envoy, Inc., Finish Line, FlexPac, Freije-RSC Engineered Solutions, Hall Render, Ice Miller LLP, Scott and Lisa Kraege, Mays Chemical Company, Inc., MJ Insurance, Ryan Fire Protection, Sitting Made Simple Indy, Somerset CPAs and Advisors, XMark Midwest Real Estate Services</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Exhibit Sponsors**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Sponsors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>

**Event Sponsor**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Tier</th>
<th>Sponsors</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
Jackson Lewis PC  
KatY Q Events  
Leslie Coatings, Inc.  
Raytheon  
Scott Wenclewicz Insurance Group

**Corporate Friend—Silver Level**  
$150–$499  
Barnes & Thornburg  
Biggs-Hansen Orthodontics  
Carmel Dental Group  
Krusz Cushion Ride  
Quares & Brady  
Williams Comfort Air  
Wormer Legal

**In-Kind Sponsors**  
$100–$999  
Abracadabra  
b social box  
B. Happy Peanut Butter  
Bongo Boy Music School  
Brauer Family Dentistry  
Cosmic Leather  
Deckademics DJ School  
Duos  
Embassy Suites by Hilton Noblesville  
Embassy Suites by Hilton Plainfield Indianapolis Airport  
Gilchrist and Soames  
Harvest Café Coffee & Tea  
ICC Flooring  
Indianapolis Fire Department  
Indianapolis Marriott North  
Indianapolis Pediatric Dentistry  
Ironworks Hotel  
Mishel Dental  
Renaissance Carmel  
Republic Services  
The Creative Corner  
The Donut Refinery  
The Fresh Market  
Weaver Popcorn

**Individual Sponsors**  
$5,000+  
Randall and Janet Belden  
Gina and Jim Bremer  
Carol Steffen Carlson  
Elizabeth and Chris Cooke  
Katie and Dick Kruse  
Allison and Dan Lechleiter  
Rachel and Andrew Lechleiter  
Sarah and John Lechleiter  
Sara and Greg Morris  
Sally and Jim Schacht  
Nila and Hans Steck  
Laura and William Weaver

$1,000–$4,999  
Sally and Greg Akers  
Rebecca and Gaurav Arora  
Jackie and Bryan Barrett  
Michelle and Ben Baxter  
Dianne and L. H. Bayley  
Kristin and Daren Beam  
Heather and Keith Bice  
Lisa and Bill Boncosky  
Jessi and Travis Bonnell  
Amy and Greg Borlik  
Kate and Josh Broadbent  
Mary Clare and George Broadbent  
Katherine and Evan Bryant  
Sally and Steve Caltrider  
Chelsea and Alex Cantu  
Allie and Chad Coellner  
Pamela and J. Robert Curtis  
Maggie and John DePower  
Katie and Geoff Dillon  
Drew and Piscane Families  
Libby and Thomas Edwards  
Sarah and Matt Edwards  
Bis and Derrick Feldmann  
Chris and Blake Froberg  
Lynda Goeko and Don Katz  
Marilyn Goeko  
Susan Jones  
Anne and Michael Kennedy  
Molly and Ryan Kitchell  
Jennifer and Jeffrey Kittle  
Lisa and Scott Kraege  
Myra and Tom Mariani  
Kelly McCarthy and Tom Griswold

$750–$999  
Christina and John Kite  
Megan and Jarrod Krisiloff  
Jen and Mikel Triplett  
Molly and Clinton Winkler

$500–$749  
Charlene and Joseph D. Barnette Jr.  
Kathleen and Brian Bigelow  
Carol and Jeff Clark  
David and Susan Crook  
Minissa Dent and Chad Gilvin  
Rebecca Moreland Green and Steve Green  
Julie and Ryan Doyle  
Carrie and Tom Franco  
Grant and Andrea Gilroy  
Carrie and Perry Griffith III  
Cole and Peter Healy  
Karin and Andrew Held  
Evie and Jay Horn  
Cathy Hurst and Philip Meyer  
Angela Carr Kiltzsch and Ryan Kiltzsch  
Elizabeth and Patrick Kelly  
Tonia and Brett Lotz  
Mary and Dan Lueders  
Tracy and Robert Luhrs  
Gayle and Bob Meyer  
Lindsay and Misha Rabinowitch  
Susan Salsbury  
Michelle and Eric Schiegel  
Allison Steck  
Chrisy and Lee Sweigart

$285–$499  
Sarah and Stephen Adams  
Angela and Jeff Agricola  
Stephanie and Mike Allen  
Abby and Ryan Auer  
Heather and Michael Backus  
Katie and John Barbee  
Christy and David Becker  
Clarie and Dan Becker  
Lynn Boattman  
Maggie and Clay Bowden  
Rejan and Billy Campbell  
Val and Matt Campbell  
Heather and Ed Carpenter  
Mary Claire and J. Russell Chapman  
Morgan and Andrew Coleman  
Tigon and Jeff Dausman  
Amber and Michael DeFabis  
Kaye Diener  
Dawn and Blaine Dinwiddie  
Nicole and Brian Duncan  
John and Kathy Durkott  
Amber and Derek Empie  
Marilyn and Daniel Evans Jr.  
Laura and Luke Feeney

Joe and Holly Fenech  
Abby and Zach Ford  
Abby Gardner  
Kelly and Beau Garverick  
Cece and Mat Gerdenich  
Susan and Gregory Goelzer  
Melissa and Michael Grimes  
Emily and Jason Groves  
Ginny and Bill Hacker Jr.  
Barbara and Daniel Hasbrook  
Liz and Zach Held  
Abby and Herb Hilbich  
Whitney and Mike Hutchings  
Jamia Jasper Jacobsen  
Beth and Ronan Johnson  
Emily and Matt Kaiser  
Sue and Jason Kalleres  
Katie and David Kuhnz  
Julie and Craig Kunkle  
Margaret and Matt Langfeldt  
Heidi and Sean Leonard  
Joy and John Leppert  
Pam and Nick Linder  
Katie and Josh Marsh  
Sarah and Billy Mattingly  
Susie and Howard Maxwell  
Katie and Steve McGovern  
Megan and Bill Morton  
Carolyn and Morgan Nickols  
Jen and David Nie  
Julie and Jim O’Brien  
Cindy and Brad Orris  
Anne Pantzer  
Amy and Brad Powlen  
Katy and Marc Quigley  
Lauren and John Rapp  
Gloria and William Riggs  
Kim and Justin Rumer  
Jane and Ian Rupert  
Amy and Todd Schmidt  
Anne and David Scott  
Liz and Jason Sewell  
Cynthia and Brian Sweeney  
Kristina and Troy Thompson  
Sarah and Brent Thompson  
Molly and Alex Tuttle  
Katharyn and Dan Williams  
Alicia and Eddie Wilson  
Erin and Chad Winings  
Alison and Will Zink

$100–$285  
Barbara Angotti  
Barbara Blakley  
Sara and Ted Brauer  
Nancy Elliott  
Ann and David Frick  
Harry and Lucy Gonso  
Clarissa and Jeff Heck  
Muffi and James James  
James and Marsha Jay  
Judi and Scott Morrison  
Lauren and Ryan Mossakowski  
* deceased

$100–$285  
Barbara Angotti  
Barbara Blakley  
Sara and Ted Brauer  
Nancy Elliott  
Ann and David Frick  
Harry and Lucy Gonso  
Clarissa and Jeff Heck  
Muffi and James James  
James and Marsha Jay  
Judi and Scott Morrison  
Lauren and Ryan Mossakowski

* deceased
Joan Nichols
David and Kristi Petruzzi
Karee and Dean Petruzzi
Nancy and Larry Pugh
Leslie and John Rapp
Stacy and Chad Royer
Penny and Toby Stone
John and Deborah Thornburgh
Cathy and Mark van Westrum
Jana and Timothy Wiley
Jennifer and Alex Wilson

IN MEMORY

Arthur Angotti
Stephen Enkema

Virginia Arata-Tutterow
Ann Dettwiler
High school friend, Karen Wickliff

Anna Mae Bawel
Crowe LLP

Robert “Bob” Bowen
Jim and Muffi James

Edith Bush
Marian White

Barbara Coleman
Bachelor Benedict Club

Sara Compton
Chan Chandler
Muffi James
Katie McKinney
Jeff Patchen
Cathy Southerland
Sara Stallings
The Stitle Family
In honor and memory of Sara Compton, her mother Mildred, her father John, and brother John. A wonderful family. From a long-ago neighbor, Fred Tucker.

Dr. Ed Davisson
Mary Emily Davisson

Alice Dye
Muffi James

Betty Housefield
John and Sheila Callaghan
Carol Elkins
Marcia Malmstrom
Margie Miller
Judy Ranger
Phoebe Shackelford

Buddy Koschnick
Muffi and Jim James

Robert Lurvey
Patricia Lurvey

Boris Meditch
The Bauld Family
Thomas Billings Jr.
Community Health Network Mountain Lake Corporation
John and Nancy Myrland, in memory of our good friend and mentor, Boris

Jean Clark Meyer
Karen Domenici and Rolf New
Robert and Deanna Durrett
Tom and Eleanor Grinslade
Fred Hendricks Jr.
Katie McKinney
Jim Sulkowski

Marian Miller
Marian White

Carole Mukhtar
David and Ann Hohe
Mark and Carmen Holeman
Ellen Jackofsky
Margaret, Marty, and Marcy Meketarian
Frank and Jane Walker

Max Nelson
Muffi and Jim James

Daniel Olivas
In memory of our classmate and friend Daniel A. Olivas from Beth Ann Buser and “Community Class 119” at Frankfort High School

Lolly Ramey
Muffi James

Albert J. Robinson
Frances Hageboeck
Stephen Nezovich

Bill Salin
Jim and Muffi James

Beverly A. Thompson
Eileen Overturf

Dr. Lisa Thompson
Magdalene and Normand Townley

IN HONOR

Janet Browning
In Honor of Janet Browning who is celebrating her 80th birthday, from Katie McKinney
In Honor of Janet Browning’s “Big Birthday,” from Rosie Semler

Mildred Dent
Thelma Feldman in honor of Mildred Dent’s 97th birthday

Emerson Hash
In Honor of the 2nd anniversary of Emerson Hash’s birthday from friends Kelly, Rachel, Jennifer, Elizabeth, Anne, Lindsay, Kelly K., Brittnay, Kassi, Jillian

Seymour Holt
In Honor of Seymour Holt’s 90th Birthday from Sue Combs
In honor of Seymour Holt’s 90th Birthday from Mr. Thomas P. Ewbank

Gretchen Hueni
Heather Kuiwin

Katie Marlowe and Joe Bateson
Susan and David Bogan

Jeffrey Patchen
In honor of Dr. Jeffrey Patchen’s 20th Year Anniversary, from Dorit and Gerald* Paul

2019 ARTIFACT DONORS

500 Earth Science Club
ARCHELON: Sea Turtle Protection Society of Greece
Susan and James Coogan Family
Ms. Wanda Fortune
Mrs. Kathleen Hudson
Mrs. Nancy Hudson-Burge
Mr. Robert Huffstodt
Mr. Bart Kaufman
Mrs. Elizabeth King-Filioti
The Kotopoulos Family
Mrs. Terry Moore
Dr. Jeffrey Patchen
Mr. Robert Reifeis
Mr. Scott Soladine
Ms. Ioulia Tzonou
# BOARD OF TRUSTEES AND ADVISORS

## Executive Committee
- Michael A. Sherman, Chair
- Julie Carmichael, Vice Chair
- Julie R. Phillips, Secretary
- Meghan Miller, Treasurer
- Ezra Burdix
- Andrew Held
- Jason Leet
- Lauren Sparkman
- Shon Wright

## Trustees
- John F. Ackerman
- Jennifer M. Alvey
- James D. Bremner
- Ezra Burdix
- Steve Campbell
- Julie M. Carmichael
- Kathleen Dunbar
- David P. Durm
- Susan Elser
- Leigh R. Evans
- James C. Gilroy III
- Jeffrey M. Hagerman
- Brenda Harrington
- Mu Hassan
- Karen T. Hebert
- Andrew J. Held
- Vanita Khanna-Yadav
- Thomas P. Laskey Jr.
- Daniel M. Lechleiter
- Jason Leet
- Robin R. Marks
- Jamie P. Merisotis
- Meghan F. Miller
- Brett A. Pheffer
- Julie R. Phillips
- Kathleen D. Postlethwait
- Peter Salzmann
- Sally Schacht
- Mike A. Sherman
- Lauren G. Sparkman
- Karin L. Veatch
- Zoe Weiss
- Kevin C. Woodhouse
- Shon G. Wright
- William D. Zink

## Distinguished Advisors
- Mark W. Boyce
- Aman Brar
- Susan W. Brooks
- Steven P. Caltrider
- Ronald E. Elberger
- David N. Eskenazi
- Suzanne Feihsenfeld
- Polly H. Hix
- J. Mark Howell
- Keith R. Iler
- Scott Kraege
- Katharine M. Kruse
- Terri Mann
- Vop Osili
- Jeffrey S. Pratt
- G. Marlyne Sexton
- Bui Simon
- Emily Sturman
- Christopher E. Trede
- Sheila J. Triplett
- Deborah B. Wood

## Honorary Trustees
- Charlene Barnette
- Joseph D. Barnette Jr.
- Kenneth W. Burow Jr.
- Mary “Majie” J. Failey
- Philip C. Genetos
- David W. Gray
- Scott A. Jones
- Philip S. Kappes
- Catherine W. Lawson
- John C. Lechleiter
- Cordelia M. Lewis-Burks
- Lloyd C. Lyons
- William F. McConnell Jr.
- James H. Naus
- Gerald W. Paul
- George H. Rawls
- Thomas E. Reilly Jr.
- Robert H. Reynolds
- Yvonne H. Shaheen
- Jack R. Shaw
- Deborah J. Simon
- Susanne Sogard
- Hans W. Steck
- Fay H. Williams

## Affiliate Representatives
- Children’s Museum Guild
  - Liz Sewell, President
  - Katy Quigley, Vice President
- City of Indianapolis
  - Lindsey Rabinowitch
Thank You for Your Continued Support

2019 was an extraordinary year for The Children’s Museum—a year of meaningful impact and transformative family learning, as evidenced by our record attendance of 1.3 million. Through your support, YOU made it all possible, and we thank you.

In 2020, we need you more than ever. The months-long closure of the museum due to the pandemic, coupled with a reopening of the museum at greatly reduced capacity for the health and safety of all, has meant a significant loss of revenue—up to $10 million or more in 2020.

We know this is a difficult time for everyone, but when the time is right, please consider making a gift to The Rex Response Fund, which addresses our most urgent needs. We sincerely appreciate gifts of any amount. For more information, or to donate, visit childrensmuseum.org/donate.